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Kinga orthography statement 

Helen Eaton 

1. Consonants 

1.1 Grapheme choices 

The table below gives the consonant grapheme choices for Kinga (shown in angle brackets) together 

with the sounds which they represent: 

Table 1 Consonant grapheme choices 

 Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Postalveolar/ 

Palatal 

Velar/ 

Labio-velar 

Glottal 

Voiceless plosives 

(aspirated) 

pʰ 

<p> 

 tʰ 

<t> 

   

Voiceless plosives 

(unaspirated) 

    k 

<g> 

 

Voiced plosives1 b 

<b> 

 d 

<d> 

ɟ 

<j> 

  

Prenasalised voiced 

plosives 

ᵐb 

<mb> 

 ⁿd 

<nd> 

 ᵑɡ 

<ng> 

 

Voiceless affricates   t͜s 

<ts> 

   

Voiceless fricatives   s 

<s> 

 x 

<k> 

h 

<h> 

Prenasalised voiced 

fricatives 

  ⁿz 

<nz> 

   

Nasals m 

<m> 

 n 

<n> 

ɲ 

<ny> 

ŋ 

<ng’> 

 

Approximants   ʋ 

<v> 

l 

<l> 

[j]2 

<y> 

w 

<w>3 

 

 

                                                 
1 The phonetic properties of these sounds have not been thoroughly investigated, but it should be noted that /b/ and 

/d/ in particular have the auditory quality of implosives. 
2 This sound is not a phoneme in Kinga, but occurs as the palatalisation of consonants and is therefore included here. 
3 This grapheme is also used to show the labialisation of consonants. 
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For all sounds except /k/, /t͜s/, /x/, /ⁿz/, /ʋ/ and the syllabic nasals (see the next section), the 

grapheme chosen is the same as the one used for the same sound in Swahili. The choice of <g> 

for /k/ and <k> for /x/ was clearly preferred by most Kinga speakers over using <k> for the 

stop and <kh> for the fricative. This may be due to familiarity with the old orthography, which 

made the same choices, and also to the fact that /x/ can sometimes be pronounced as the voiceless 

aspirated fricative [kʰ]. For some speakers these [x] and [kʰ] are in free variation, with [x] 

occurring more often. For other speakers there is a degree of environmental conditioning and /x/ 

is more likely to be pronounced as [kʰ] stem-initially, as in [ʊ-xʊ́-kʰina] ‘to play’, and as [x] stem-

medially, as in [ɪ-lí-bɪxɪ] ‘tree’. It seems likely that /k/ is a reflex of Proto-Bantu */ɡ/ and that the 

fricative /x/ is a reflex of Proto-Bantu */k/. The orthography therefore probably reflects an earlier 

pronunciation of the sounds. 

The choice of <ts> for /t͜s/ reflects pronunciation and so does, to a large extent, the choice of 

<nz> for the voiced prenasalised fricative /ⁿz/. This latter phoneme can be pronounced as [ⁿd͜z], 

but the frication in the affricate in this pronunciation is particularly strong, which supports the 

choice of <nz>for the phoneme. 

<v> was chosen for /ʋ/ as the language has no /v/, but does have /b/, which ruled out <b>. 

It should be noted that the choice of <v> means that the same root can have two different spellings 

according to context: 

(1)4  

a. akavavʉʉla [axaʋaʋʊ̂ːla]  /a-xa-ʋa-ʋʊːl-a/ he told them 

      3SG-NAR-3PL-tell-FV 

b. akambʉʉla [axaᵐbʊ̂ːla]  /a-xa-mʊ-ʋʊːl-a/ he told him 

      3SG-NAR-3SG-tell-FV 

c. akambʉʉla [axaᵐbʊ̂ːla]  /a-xa-N-ʋʊːl-a/ he told me 

      3SG-NAR-1SG-tell-FV 

This inconsistency was preferred over introducing a digraph such as <bh>. 

 

                                                 
4 The following abbreviations are used in the grammatical morpheme glosses: ANT anterior, APPL applicative, ASS 

associative, AUG augment, CAUS causative, CL class, DEM demonstrative, FUT1A near future A, FUT1B near future B, FUT2 

far future, FV final vowel, IPFV imperfective, LOC locative, NAR narrative, NEG negative, OBS object signifier, PST1 near 

past, PST2 far past, PASS passive, PL plural, PERS persistive, PRES present, PRO pronoun, REL relative, REFL reflexive, REV 

reversive, SBJV subjunctive, SG singular, STAT stative. The tone transcription should be considered tentative as a 

detailed tone analysis has not been carried out. Only high and falling tones are marked. Low tones are unmarked. 
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1.2  Syllabic nasals 

In addition to the symbols given in the table above, Kinga uses the apostrophe to mark syllabic 

nasals under certain conditions. Other syllabic nasals are unmarked. The table below gives 

examples of both the marked and unmarked syllabic nasals: 

Table 2 Syllabic nasals 

Stem-initial 

consonant 

Example Gloss Contrast with 

other consonant 

/pʰ/ ʉmpiina [ʊ́m̩pʰiːna] orphan - 

/tʰ/ -ntova [-n̩tʰoʋa] -3SG-hit-FV - 

/k/ ʉn’gatsu [ʊ́ŋ̩kat͜su] poor person <ng> = /ᵑɡ/ 

/b/ ʉmʼbudi [ʊ́m̩budi] murderer <mb> = /ᵐb/ 

/d/ -n’doova [-n̩doːʋa] -3SG-ask-FV <nd> = /ⁿd/ 

/ɟ/ -nʼjatsa [-ɲ̩ɟat͜sa] -3SG-lead_astray-FV - 

/t͜s/ -ntsengela [-n̩t͜seːᵑɡela] -3SG-build-APPL-FV - 

/s/ ʉnswɨmi [-n̩sʷɪːma] hunter - 

/x/ ʉnkʉlʉdeeva [ʊŋ̩xʊlʊdêːʋa] king - 

/l/ ʉMlawi5 [ʊm̩láwi] Levite - 

/j/ ʉN’yahudi6 [ʊn̩jahúdi] Jew <ny>=/ɲ/ 

As the table shows, the principle behind the marking system is that syllabic nasals are only 

marked with the apostrophe when not doing so would create ambiguity with the orthographic 

representation of a prenasalised consonant or the palatal nasal /ɲ/. The exception to this is <n’j> 

as there is no parallel prenasalised equivalent in standard Kinga. /ᶮɟ/ does exist in the Mahanji 

variety, which is closely related to Kinga, and it was felt that <n’j> therefore helped to make the 

standard Kinga orthography more inclusive. It was also felt that showing the syllabic nasal clearly 

helped to show the sound was different from the prenasalised consonant which is represented by 

<nj> in Swahili. Thus syllabic nasals are marked before the four voiced plosives and the palatal 

nasal /j/ only. The disadvantage of this system is that it goes against the principle of always 

representing a sound in the same way, wherever it occurs, regardless of whether there is potential 

ambiguity. However, the advantage of only marking the syllabic nasals which could otherwise 

cause ambiguity is that it prevents the redundant use of the apostrophe and limits the number of 

apostrophes occurring in the orthography. The Kinga system described here is also different from 

Swahili, which does not mark syllabic nasals at all. This system was rejected for Kinga as the 

                                                 
5 This loanword is the only example found so far of <ml>. In other environments a morpheme /mʊ/ before /l/ 

results in /ⁿd/. 
6 <n’y> only occurs in loanwords. 
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potential for minimal pairs between syllabic nasals and prenasalised consonants in the language is 

much greater in comparison with Swahili. This is mainly due to the minimal contrast between first 

person singular and third person singular objects in verbs with root-initial /b/, /d/ or /k/:7 

(2)  

a. akandɨndʉla  [axaⁿdɪ ́ː ⁿdula] /a-xa-N-dɪⁿd-ʊl-a/  he released me 

       3SG-NAR-1SG-close-REV-FV 

b. akanʼdɨndʉla  [axan̩dɪ ́ː ⁿdula] /a-xa-mʊ-dɪⁿd-ʊl-a/  he released him 

       3SG-NAR-3SG-close-REV-FV 

1.3  Lengthened nasals 

When the /mʊ/ prefix for noun class 1 or 3 or the third person singular object morpheme, or the 

first person singular object morpheme /N/, is prefixed to a stem beginning with a /m/, /n/, /ɲ/ or 

/h/, the nasal is lengthened and this is shown in the orthography by doubling the nasal symbol: 

 

Table 3 Lengthened nasals before stem-initial nasals or /h/ 

Stem-initial 

consonant 

Example Gloss 

/m/ ʉmmosu [ʊ́mːosu] rich person 

-mmanya [mːaɲa] -3SG-know-FV 

/n/ ʉnnonu [ʊ́nːonu] good (cl.1 or 3) 

-nnegela [-nːekela] -1SG-fetch_water-APPL-FV 

/ɲ/ -nnyilila [-ɲːilila] -3SG-run-APPL-FV 

-nnyongʼonyola [-ɲːoŋoɲola] -3SG-mock-FV 

/h/ ʉmmɨnza [ʊmːɪ ̂ː ⁿza] girl 

-mmɨnzɨla [-mːɪːⁿzɪla] -3SG-slaughter-APPL-FV 

-nnyɨnzɨla [-ɲːɪːⁿzɪla] -1SG-slaughter-APPL-FV 

/ŋ/ -ng’omelela [-ŋˑomelela] -3SG-peep-APPL-FV 

 

The stem can be a noun, verb or adjective. Note that there is no phonetic or orthographic difference 

between the first person singular and third person singular object in the environment described 

above when the stem-initial consonant is a nasal, but there is a difference when the stem-initial 

consonant is /h/. Also, as shown in the last row of the table above, the velar nasal /ŋ/ is not 

written<nng’> in a comparable environment. A slight lengthening of /ŋ/ is perceived (shown by 

                                                 
7 In the case of /k/-initial stems, the contrast is between [ŋ̩k] and [ᵑɡ] phonetically and <n’g> and <ng> 

orthographically. 
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ˑ), but it is not felt to be as clear as for the other nasals. /ŋ/-initial stems are rare and therefore this 

environment occurs very infrequently. 

Minimal pairs are possible between single and double nasal graphemes: 

(3)  

a. amanyile [ámaɲile] /a-maɲ-il-e/  he thinks 

     3SG-know-ANT-FV 

b. ammanyile [ámːaɲile] /a-N-maɲ-il-e/ he knows me 

     3SG-1SG-know-ANT-FV 

     /a-mʊ-maɲ-il-e/ he knows him 

     3SG-3SG-know-ANT-FV 

c. ninie  [nínie] /N-ninie/  one of them (cl. 9) 

d. nninie  [nːínie] /mʊ-ninie/  one of them (cl. 1 or cl. 3) 

e. panogye [pʰánokʲe] /pʰa-nok-il-e/ it is appropriate 

     16-behove-ANT-FV 

f. pannogye [pʰánːokʲe] /pʰa-N-nok-il-e/ it behoves me 

     16-1SG-behove-ANT-FV 

     /pʰa-mʊ-nok-il-e/ it behoves him 

     16-3SG-behove-ANT-FV 

Note that agreement prefixes and object morphemes behave differently with respect to stem-initial 

nasals and /h/. For nouns, only the class 1 or 3 /mʊ-/ prefix creates a lengthened nasal (and not 

the class 9 or 10 /N-/ prefix), whereas for verbs both the third person singular /mʊ-/ and the first 

person singular /N-/ object morphemes do. 

A second set of environments which creates lengthened nasals in certain morphophonemic 

contexts involves verb stems beginning with /pʰ/, /tʰ/ or a vowel which are prefixed with the first 

person singular object morpheme /N/: 

Table 4 Lengthened nasals before stem-initial /pʰ/, /tʰ/ or V 

Stem-initial 

consonant 

Example Gloss 

/p/8 -mmoka [-ɲːaːⁿda] -1SG-heal-FV 

-mpoka [-m̩pʰokʰa] -3SG-heal-FV 

/t/ -nnanga [-nːaːᵑga] -1SG-help-FV 

-ntanga [-ⁿtʰaːᵑga] -3SG-help-FV 

/a/ -nnyanda [-ɲːaːⁿda] -1SG-answer-FV 

                                                 
8 The single C root /-pʰ-/ ‘give’ is exceptional and does not result in a lengthened /mː/ when prefixed with the first 

person singular object /N-/. 
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-mwanda [-mʷaːⁿda] -3SG-answer-FV 

/x/ -ng’onga [-ŋoːᵑga] -1SG-follow-FV 

-nkonga [-ᵑkʰoːᵑga] -3SG-follow-FV 

 

As in the environment illustrated by Table 3, a lengthened velar nasal is not written, although 

a slight lengthening may be perceived, as in the penultimate example in Table 4.  

The following pair of examples illustrates how minimal pairs are possible between double nasal 

graphemes representing the environments described in Table 4 and verb stems beginning with nasal 

consonants: 

(4)  

a. anangile [ánaᵑɡile] /a-naᵑɡ-il-e/  he has spoiled 

     3SG-spoil-ANT-FV 

b. annangile [ánːaᵑɡile] /a-N-tʰaᵑɡ-il-e/ he has helped me 

     3SG-1SG-help-ANT-FV 

Readers and writers have not reported particular problems with the orthographic rule for 

syllabic or lengthened nasals.9 

2. Vowels 

2.1 Grapheme choices 

The table below gives the vowel grapheme choices for Kinga together with the sounds which they 

represent: 

Table 5 Vowel grapheme choices 

 Front Central Back 

high10 degree-1 i iː 

<i>  <ii>

 u uː 

<u> <uu>

 degree-2 ɪ ɪː 

<ɨ> <ɨɨ>

 ʊ ʊː 

<ʉ> <ʉʉ>

                                                 
9 In 2012 the translators began to distinguish between the sound created by the underlying morphological sequence 

/mʊ-ʋ/ and /ᵐb/, writing the first as <mmb> and the second as <mb>. This was discontinued as it seemed that 

the phonetic difference, if one exists, is very slight and this made the rule very difficult for writers. <mb> is now 

used for both /mʊ-ʋ/ and /ᵐb/. 
10 It is possible that degree-1 vowels could be analysed as [+ATR] and degree-2 vowels as [-ATR] vowels, but a 

phonetic analysis of the type to determine this has not been carried out. 
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mid ɛ ɛː 

<e> <ee> 

 ɔ ɔː 

<o> <oo>

low  a  aː 

<a> <aa>



 

Barred vowel symbols were chosen for the degree-2 vowels as they show the similarity between 

these vowels and the degree-1 vowels, but are also visually more distinct than the use of diacritics 

(e.g. <ī> and <ū>) would be. The doubling of the grapheme to represent vowel length is 

standard practice in most Bantu languages. 

2.2 Vowel length 

The basic principle for the writing of vowel length in Kinga is that vowels which sound long are 

written long unless they occur in contexts which do not allow a phonemic vowel length contrast. 

Thus vowel length is not written before the four prenasalised consonants <mb>, <nd>, <ng> 

and <nz>, nor after labialised or palatalised consonants, when the vowel includes the 

antepenultimate mora of the word, as these are environments which cause compensatory 

lengthening: 

(5)  

a. ʉkʉvamba  [ʊxʊʋâːᵐba]  to stretch (skin) 

b. ɨndama  [ɪː́ⁿdama]  calf 

c. ʉkʉpwata  [ʊxʊpʰwâːtʰa] to make noise 

d. ʉkʉkwagana  [ʊxʊxʷáːkana] to meet 

e. ɨmyoto  [ɪḿʲoːtʰo]  fires   

f. ɨlyagano  [ɪlʲáːkano]  meeting place 

Although vowels in these contexts are lengthened, they are not perceived as of the same length as 

phonemically long vowels and thus the rule of writing them short has some phonetic justification. 

In particular, vowels which follow labialised or palatalised consonants may be only slightly 

lengthened, especially if they do not carry a high tone. There are morphophonemic exceptions to 

the principle of not writing the length in these environments, as will be shown in 2.2.2.3 below. 

2.2.1 Vowel length in roots 

The perception of the length of phonemically long vowels in Kinga depends on the position of the 

vowel in the word. Phonemically long vowels which contain the antepenultimate mora of the word 

(and therefore occur in the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable) are perceived as clearly long. 

Phonemically long vowels which occur before the antepenultimate mora in the word are perceived 
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as not as long, but still longer than short vowels in the same position. The decision was made to 

write these vowels as long vowels. This reflects the perception that the vowels are distinct from 

short vowels and maintains a consistent visual representation of roots, as the examples below show. 

In (a) and (b), the root vowel contains the antepenultimate mora of the word, whereas in (c) it 

occurs before this mora: 

(6)  

a. avavʉʉle [aʋáʋʊːle]  /a-ʋa-ʋʊːl-e/   he should tell them 

      3SG-3PL-tell-FV  

b. avavʉʉlile [áʋaʋʊːlile]  /a-ʋa-ʋʊːl-il-e/  he has told them 

      3SG-3PL-tell-ANT-FV 

c. aavʉʉlilwe [aːʋʊˑlílʷe]  /a-a-ʋa-ʋʊːl-u-il-e/ he was told 

      3SG-PST2-tell-PASS-ANT-FV 

In (c) the phonemically long vowel in the second of these syllables is perceived as shorter than 

the long vowel in the preceding syllable (which is created at a grammatical morpheme boundary), 

but as longer than a short vowel would be in the same position.11 

Word-final syllables do not usually contain long vowels. Exceptions which have been found so 

far are ideophones, such as <tii> ‘black’, <huu> ‘crash’ and <swee> ‘white’12, interjections, 

such as <ehee> ‘go on’, loanwords such as <buluu> ‘blue’ and the adverb <ndee> ‘thus’. 

Two roots have been found which have variable vowel length properties according to their use: 

(7)  

a. isidege sivɨlɨ  [isídeke síʋɪlɪ] /i-si-deke  si-ʋɪlɪ/   two birds 

       AUG-10-bird  10-two  

b. ɨkɨgono ɨkya vɨɨlɨ [ɪxɪḱono ɪxʲá ʋɪːlɪ] /ɪ-xɪ-kono ɪ-xɪ-a  ʋɪːlɪ/  second 

day 

       AUG-7-day  AUG-7-ASS two 

c. ʉlwa vɨɨlɨ  [ʊːlʷá ʋɪːlɪ]  /ʊ-lʊ-a ʋɪːlɪ/    second 

time 

       AUG-11-ASS two 

d. isidege sidatu [isídeke sídatʰu] /i-si-deke  si-datʰu/   three 

birds 

                                                 
11 Some particular lexical items have been noted in which the vowel in the antepenultimate syllables can sound 

slightly lengthened, but speakers hear it as a short vowel and write it accordingly, e.g. -pamato ‘one’. 

12 Note that the long vowel in <swee> ‘white’ is written with a double vowel symbol as although it follows a 

labialised consonant, it does not include the antepenultimate mora of the word and therefore not in a predictable 

compensatory lengthening environment. 
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       AUG-10-bird  10-three  

e. ɨkɨgono ɨkya daatu [ɪxɪḱono ɪxʲá daːtʰu] /ɪ-xɪ-kono ɪ-xɪ-a  daːtʰu/ third day 

       AUG-7-day  AUG-7-ASS three 

f. ʉlwa daatu  [ʊːlʷá daːtʰu]  /ʊ-lʊ-a daːtʰu/   third time 

       AUG-11-ASS three 

The two roots, -vɨ(ɨ)lɨ ‘two’ and -da(a)tu ‘three’, exhibit the same behaviour. The short vowel 

form is the default (a and c) and the long vowel form is used after the associative (b-c and e-f), 

including when the class 11 associative is used without a preceding noun to express an adverbial 

of frequency (c and f). 

2.2.2 Vowel length created at morpheme boundaries 

2.2.2.1 Vowel length which occurs in any word position 

In far past verb forms (both perfective and imperfective, and including relative constructions), the 

tense morpheme a- follows the subject concord morpheme (which is either V or CV) and creates a 

long vowel: 

(8)  

a. aavombile [aːʋóːᵐbile]  /a-a-ʋoːᵐb-il-e/  he worked 

      3SG-PST2-work-ANT-FV  

b. aavombaga [aːʋóːᵐbaka]  /a-a-ʋoːᵐb-ak-a/  he was working 

      3SG-PST2-work-IPFV-FV 

c. waahʉmile [waːhʊ́mile]  /ʊ-a-hʊm-il-e/  you came from 

      2SG-PST2-come_from-ANT-FV  

d. waahʉmaga [waːhʊ́maka]  /ʊ-a-hʊm-ak-a/  you were coming from 

      2SG-PST2-come_from-IPFV-FV 

e. navaagʉle [naʋaːkʊ́le]  /na-va-a-kʊl-e/  they did not buy 

      NEG-3PL-PST2-buy-ANT-FV  

f. navaagʉlage [naʋaːkʊláke] /na-va-a-kʊl-ak-e/  they were not buying 

      NEG-3PL-PST2-buy-IPFV-FV 

g. avaabeelile [aʋaːbéːlile]  /a-ʋa-a-beːl-il-e/  they who refused 

      2.REL-3PL-PST2-refuse-ANT-FV  

h. avaabeelaga [aʋaːbéːlaka] /a-ʋa-a-beːl-ak-a/  they who were refusing 

      2.REL-3PL-PST2-refuse-IPFV-FV  
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This vowel is always written as a long vowel.13 Note though that it can be perceived as slightly 

shorter in longer word forms, especially those containing other long vowels, as discussed in relation 

to (6) above. Note that ʉvaveetsaga ‘any (cl. 1)’ has a superficially similar structure to (h) above, 

but does not have a lengthened vowel before the root.  

When the far past morpheme a- precedes a vowel-initial verb stem, there are three vowels at 

the underlying level, but the resulting surface vowel is only as long as a normal long vowel and 

therefore is simply written with a double vowel symbol: 

(9)  

a. ndiitsile [ⁿdíːt͜sile] /ⁿdɪ-a-it͜s-il-e/  I came 

     1SG-PST2-come-ANT-FV  

b. iibiite  [íːbiːtʰe] /a-a-ibatʰ-il-e/  he held 

     3SG-PST2-hold-ANT-FV  

(See Appendix 2 for examples of these forms contrasted with anterior forms in which the vowel in 

question is only slightly lengthened and is therefore written short.) 

The near future A morpheme jʉ- occurs before the subject concord morpheme and therefore 

only precedes a vowel in the second person singular (for verb stems of certain syllabic structure14) 

and third person singular. In the both of these contexts a long vowel is created and written as such: 

(10)  

a. jʉwiilya  [ɟʊwiːlʲa]  /ɟʊ-ʊ-i-lʲ-a/   you will eat 

       FUT1A-2SG-PRES-eat- FV  

b. jiikwitsa  [ɟiːxʷîːt͜sa]  /ɟʲʊ-i-a-xʊ-it͜s-a/  he will come 

       FUT1A-PRES-3SG-15-come- FV  

c. jiikʉtsileka  [ɟiːxʊt͜sílexa]  /ɟʲʊ-i-a-xʊ-t͜si-lex-a/  he will leave them 

       FUT1A-PRES-3SG-OBS-10-leave-FV  

d. jiikʉvootsaaga [ɟiːxʊʋoːt͜sâːka] /ɟʲʊ-i-a-xʊ-ʋa-ot͜s-ag-a/ 

       FUT1A-PRES-3SG-OBS-3PL-baptise-IPFV-FV  

he will be baptising them 

(See Appendix 2 for examples of the third person singular forms contrasted with present tense forms 

with a class 9 subject in which the vowel in question is short.) 

A third type of vowel length which occurs in any word position occurs when an object concord 

morpheme precedes a vowel-initial verb stem: 

                                                 
13 This statement is true even for compensatory lengthening environments, as will be seen in 2.2.2.3 below. 
14 For verb stems containing more than two morae, the second person singular subject morpheme plus present tense 

morpheme is realised as  /ʋu-/ and thus is not vowel-initial. 
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(11)  

a. ʉkʉvɨɨlanga  [ʊxʊʋɪlâːᵑɡa] /ʊ-xʊ-ʋa-ɪlaːᵑɡ-a/  to call them 

       AUG-15-3PL-call-FV  

b. ʉkʉgɨɨdɨka  [ʊxʊkɪ ́ː dɪxa]  /ʊ-xʊ-ga-ɪdɪx-a/  to believe them 

       AUG-15-6-believe-FV  

See also (10d) above for a further example. Note that the reflexive morpheme ɨ- exhibits different 

behavior from that of the object morphemes. This morpheme surfaces as ɨ- before a consonant, as 

in ʉkwɨbuda ‘to kill oneself’, and as ɨj- before a vowel, as in ʉkwɨjɨlanga ‘to call oneself’. A long vowel 

is not created when the reflexive morpheme follows a vowel from another morpheme, as in (a) and 

(b) below: 

 (12)  

a. akɨjɨlanga  [axɪɟɪlâːᵑga] /a-xa-ɪɟ-ɪlaːᵑɡ-a/  and he called himself 

      3SG-NAR-REFL-call-FV  

b. akɨbuda  [axɪb́uda] /a-xa-ɪ-bud-a/  and he killed himself 

      3SG-NAR-REFL-kill-FV  

c. akɨɨlanga  [axɪːlâːᵑga] /a-xa-ɪlaːᵑɡ-a/  and he called 

      3SG-NAR-call-FV  

In contrast, (c) shows how a stem-initial /ɪ-/ is lengthened in the same environment. 

Finally, a long vowel is created when a subject concord morpheme is prefixed to a vowel-initial 

verb in the subjunctive: 

(13)  

a. iitse  [îːt͜se]   /a-it͜s-e/   he should come 

      3SG-come-FV  

b. viibate [ʋíːbatʰe]  /ʋa-ibatʰ-e/   hey should hold 

      3PL-hold-FV  

2.2.2.2 Vowel length which is restricted to certain word positions 

In contrast to the examples of far past a- and near future A jʉ- in the previous section, Kinga has 

some tense morphemes which create vowel length when they occur before a vowel, but only in 

certain word positions. For the present tense morpheme i-, vowel length is only clearly created in 

the penultimate syllable of the word: 

(14)  

a. ndiiva  [ⁿdîːʋa] /ⁿdɪ-i-v-a/  I am being 

     1SG-PRES-be-FV  
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b. ndimila [ⁿdíˑmila] /ⁿdɪ-i-mil-a/  I swallow 

     1SG-PRES-swallow-FV  

c. ndidoova [ⁿdidôːʋa] /ⁿdɪ-i-doːʋ-a/ I pray 

     1SG-PRES-pray-FV  

If, as in (b), the vowel in question occurs in the antepenultimate syllable of the word and includes 

the antepenultimate mora of the word, it is slightly longer than a short vowel in the same position, 

but it was not considered long enough to warrant writing it with a double vowel symbol. If, as in 

(c), the vowel occurs before the antepenultimate mora of the word, it is perceived as short. These 

orthographic rules described also apply to present tense verbs containing relative markers. 

The same pattern is seen in negative present tense forms, even though these involve an 

additional vowel at the underlying level: 

(15)  

a. niiva  [nîːʋa] /na-a-i-v-a/   he is not being 

     NEG-3SG-PRES-be-FV  

b. nimila  [níˑmila] /na-a-i-mil-a/  he does not swallow 

     NEG-3SG-PRES-swallow-FV  

c. nidoova [nidôːʋa] /na-a-i-doːʋ-a/  he does not pray 

     NEG-3SG-PRES-pray-FV  

A slightly different pattern can be seen in the behaviour of the reflexive morpheme. This 

morpheme creates a long vowel with the vowel it follows if it occurs in the antepenultimate syllable 

(a),15 but a short vowel elsewhere (b), unless the vowel it follows is the far past morpheme a- (c): 

(16)  

a. ikɨɨtema  [ixɪ ́ː tʰema]  /a-i-xʊ-ɪ-tʰem-a/  he cuts himself 

       3SG-PRES-OBS-REFL-cut-FV  

b. ɨtemile  [ɪt́ʰemile]  /a-ɪ-tʰem-il-e/  he has cut himself 

       3SG-REFL-cut-ANT-FV  

c. ɨɨtemile  [ɪːtʰémile]  /a-a-ɪ-tʰem-il-e/  he cut himself 

       3SG-PST2-REFL-cut-ANT-FV  

A second type of vowel length which depends on word position involves tense morphemes which 

have been analysed as underlyingly long because this is how they are pronounced when they occur 

                                                 
15 No examples have been found in which the reflexive morpheme occurs in the penultimate syllable, but it is 

assumed if it occurred in this position following another vowel, it would be long. 
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in the penultimate syllable of the word.16 These morphemes are persistive pii-, near past kaa-, 

negative near future B kaa-, near future pii- and far future laa-: 

(17)  

a. vipiilya [ʋipʰîːlʲa] /ʋa-i-pʰiː-lʲ-a/  they are still eating 

     3PL-PRES-PERS-eat-FV  

b. akaale  [axáːle] /a-xaː-l-e/   he was 

     3SG-PST1-be-FV  

c. nakaalye [náxaːlʲe] /na-a-xaː-lʲ-e/  he will not eat 

     NEG-3SG-NEG.FUT1B-eat-FV  

d. vapiilya [ʋapʰíːlʲa] /ʋa-pʰiː-lʲ-a/   they will eat 

     3PL-FUT1B-eat-FV  

e. valaalya [ʋaláːlʲa] /ʋa-laː-lʲ-a/   they will eat 

     3PL-FUT2-eat-FV  

These vowels are written as long vowels in this context, in order to reflect pronunciation. The four 

tense morphemes which behave in this way can be contrasted with the narrative morpheme 

ka- which is analysed as a short vowel at the underlying level: 

(18)  

a. vakalya [ʋaxálʲa] /ʋa-xa-lʲ-a/   and they ate 

     3PL-NAR-eat-FV  

b. nakaalye [náxaːlʲe] /na-a-xaː-lʲ-e/  he will not eat 

     NEG-3SG-NEG.FUT1B-eat-FV  

When the tense morphemes containing long vowels occur before the penultimate syllable of the 

word, the vowels surface as short vowels and are written accordingly: 

(19)  

a. vipigʉla [ʋipʰíkʊla] /ʋa-i-pʰiː-kʊl-a/  they are still buying 

     3PL-PRES-PERS-buy-FV  

b. vakagʉlile [ʋaxakʊ́lile] /ʋa-xaː-kʊl-il-e/  they bought 

     3PL-PST1-buy-ANT-FV  

c. navakasike [naʋaxásixe]/na-ʋa-xaː-six-e/  they will not arrive 

     NEG-3PL-NEG.FUT1B-arrive-FV 

d. vapigʉla [ʋapʰíkʊla] /ʋa-pʰiː-kʊl-a/  they will buy 

                                                 
16 Thus the vowels only surface as long vowels in perfective forms because the addition of an imperfective morpheme 

means that the vowel of the tense morpheme cannot occur in the penultimate syllable, whatever the type of verb 

root. 
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     3PL-FUT1B-buy-FV  

e. valagʉla [ʋalákʊla] /ʋa-laː-kʊl-a/   they will buy 

     3PL-FUT2-buy-FV  

f. vakalie [ʋaxalíe] /ʋa-xaː-lʲ-il-e/  they ate 

     3PL-PST1-eat-ANT-FV  

Example (f) shows with respect to this phenomenon a VV sequence at the end of a word counts 

as two syllables and therefore the vowel of the tense morpheme is shortened (cf. (18b) where a 

word-final palatalised consonant plus final vowel -lye counts as a single syllable). 

2.2.2.3 Vowel length which occurs in compensatory lengthening environments 

As noted in section 2.2.2.1, the far past morpheme a- creates a long vowel when it follows the 

vowel of a subject concord morpheme. In the case of verb stems with an initial vowel followed by 

a prenasalised consonant, this creates a long vowel in a compensatory lengthening environment: 

(20)  

a. iingye  [íːᵑɡʲe] /a-a-iᵑgil-e/   he entered 

     3SG-PST2-enter-FV  

b. vaambɨgye [ʋaːᵐbɪḱʲe] /ʋa-a-N-vɪk-ɪl-il-e/  they wrote to me 

     3PL-PST2-1SG-buy-APPL-ANT-FV  

As shown above, it was decided to write the long vowel in these contexts. This is partly because 

the vowel sounds longer than a single vowel in a compensatory lengthening environment would 

sound in the same word position and partly because thereby it is possible to maintain an 

orthographic distinction with the equivalent anterior forms: 

(21)  

a. ingye  [îˑᵑɡʲe] /a-iᵑgil-e/   he has entered 

     3SG-enter-FV  

b. vambɨgye [ʋâˑᵐbɪkʲe] /ʋa-N-vɪk-ɪl-il-e/  they have written to me 

     3PL-1SG-buy-APPL-ANT-FV  

Note though that, as shown, there is some length in the relevant vowels in these words. 

It is also possible for a long vowel including the far past morpheme to occur following a 

labialised or palatalised consonant and thus in a compensatory lengthening environment: 

(22)  

a. mwiibiite [mʷiːbîːtʰe] /mu-a-ibatʰ-il-e/  you (pl.) held 

     2PL-PST2-hold-ANT-FV  

b. mwibiite [mʷíˑbiːtʰe] /mu-ibatʰ-il-e/  you (pl.) have held 
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     2PL-hold-ANT-FV  

c. ndyaandile [ⁿdʲáːⁿdile] /ⁿdɪ-a-aːⁿd-il-e/  I answered 

     1SG-PST2-answer-ANT-FV  

d. ndyandile [ⁿdʲáˑⁿdile] /ⁿdɪ-aːⁿd-il-e/  I have answered 

     1SG-answer-ANT-FV  

As in the two previous example sets, in this way an orthographic distinction between the far past 

and the anterior is maintained. 

With the exception of the anterior forms given above, the principle for the writing of long vowels 

in compensatory lengthening environments is that long vowels are written when they are created 

at morpheme boundaries in verbs, but not elsewhere. Thus they are not written in roots or at 

morpheme boundaries in nouns or modifiers,17 but are written in the first four of the following 

examples: 

 

(23)  

a. alaandʉla [álaːⁿdʊla] /a-laː-aːⁿdʊl-a/  he will change 

     3SG-FUT2-change-FV  

b. akaanda [axâːⁿda] /a-xa-aːⁿd-a/  and he answered 

     3SG-NAR-answer-FV  

c. akavaanda [axaʋâːⁿda] /a-xa-ʋa-aːⁿd-a/  and he answered them 

     3SG-NAR-3PL-answer-FV  

d. goongeletse [koːᵑɡelét͜se]/ka-oᵑɡelet͜s-il-e/  hey should increase 

     6-increase.CAUS-FV  

e. akandagɨla [axaⁿdákɪla] /a-xa-mʊ-lakɪl-a/  and he ordered him 

     3SG-NAR-3SG-order-FV  

The last example shows how in contrast a single vowel occurring in a compensatory lengthening 

environment is not lengthened (unless it includes the antepenultimate mora of the word) and 

therefore is written as a short vowel. 

2.2.2.4 Imbrication and vowel length phenomena in verb extensions 

The addition of the anterior suffix -il plus final vowel -e or -i to verbs containing extensions results 

in a long vowel in the penultimate syllable which is created by imbrication: 

(24)  

a. apʉlɨhiitse [ápʰʊlɪhiːt͜se] /a-pʰʊlɪx-ɪt͜s-il-e/  he has listened 

                                                 
17 For examples of some of these contexts, see (5) above. 
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      3SG-hear-CAUS-ANT-FV  

b. amanyiise [ámaɲiːse]  /a-maɲ-is-il-e/  he has taught18 

      3SG-know-CAUS-ANT-FV  

c. tsipʉlɨkiike [t͜sípʰʊlɪxiːxe] /t͜si-pʊlɪx-ɪx-il-e/  they have been heard 

      10-hear-STAT-ANT-FV  

d. vadɨtsiiwe [ʋádɪt͜siːwe]  /ʋa-dɪt͜s-u-il-e/  they have been filled 

      3PL-fill-PASS-ANT-FV  

e. tʉtelekiilwe [tʰʊtʰelexíːlʷe] /tʰʊ-telex-ɪl-u-il-e/  we have been cooked for 

      1PL-cook-APPL-PASS-ANT-FV  

f. navombiili [naʋoːᵐbíːli]  /na-a-ʋoːᵐb-ɪl-il-i/  he has not worked for 

      NEG-3SG-work-APPL-ANT-FV  

(See Appendix 2 for examples of some of these forms contrasted with other verb forms in which 

the vowel in question is short.) 

Imbrication occurs not only in stems containing verb extensions, but also in certain lexical items 

without extensions. In these environments it also results in a long vowel in the penultimate syllable 

of the word: 

(25)  

a. gʉsiike [kʊ́siːxe]  /kʊ-sik-il-e/   it has arrived 

      3-arrive-ANT-FV  

b. nagʉsiiki [nakʊsíːxi]  /na-kʊ-sik-il-i/  it has not arrived 

      NEG-3-arrive-ANT-FV  

In addition to the imbrication phenomena shown above, the far past (a) and certain verb forms 

containing causative extensions (b-d) show penultimate syllable vowel length when suffixed with 

the imperfective morpheme: 

(26)  

a. nandɨtsoviigi  [naⁿdɪt͜soʋíːki] /na-ⁿdɪ-xaː-t͜soʋ-ak-e/ I was not saying 

       NEG-1SG-PST1-say-IPFV-FV  

                                                 
18 Note also <ʉmmanyisi>[ʊmːáɲisi] ‘teacher’, but <imanyiisa> [imaɲîːsa] ‘he teaches’. These forms are based on 

the same stem, <-manyi(i)s->, which contains a causative extension, but have a vowel length difference in the 

penultimate syllable. This difference may be related to the placement of the high tone. These forms are written 

according to how the vowel length is perceived and thus the stem is written differently in the two words. 
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b. aalongotsaaga [aːloᵑɡot͜sâːka] /a-a-loːᵑɡot͜s-ak-a/  he was ruling 

       3SG-PST2-rule.CAUS-IPFV-FV  

c. valoosaaga  [ʋaloːsâːka]  /ʋa-laː-os-ak-a/  they will be nursing 

       3SG-FUT2-nurse.CAUS-IPFV-FV  

d. golosaagi  [kolosâːki]  /kolos-ak-i/   straighten! (2PL) 

       straighten.CAUS-IPFV-FV  

The underlying morphemes given here for the negative near past imperfective (a) have three 

possible surface realisations: nandɨkatsovage, nandɨkatsoviigi and nandɨtsoviigi. Note that in the first 

of these the vowel in the penultimate syllable is short. 

2.2.2.5 Other vowel length phenomena 

The following words are written with a long vowel although they contain only one vowel in the 

relevant position at the underlying level: 

(27)  

a. ɨɨmya  [ɪ ́ːmʲa] /ɪ-mʲa/  new 

     9-new 

b. ʉʉme  [ʊː́me] /ʊ-N-p-e/  you should give me 

     2SG-1SG-give-FV  

c. aame  [áːme] /a-N-p-e/  he should give me 

     3SG-1SG-give-FV  

d. muume [múːme] /mu-N-p-e/   you (2PL) should give me 

     2PL-1SG-give-FV  

e. akaama [axâːma] /a-xa-N-p-a/  and he gave me 

     3SG-NAR-1SG-give-FV  

Words of a similar syllabic structure do not have long vowels in the same position: 

(28)  

a. ɨlya  [ɪĺʲa]  /ɪ-lɪ-a/  of 

     AUG-5-ASS 

b. vave  [ʋáʋe] /ʋa-ʋ-e/  they should be 

     3PL-be-FV  
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Therefore it was decided to write the long vowels as such in the words in (27), even though the 

length is assumed to be due to a phonetic process rather than an additional underlying vowel. 

3. Tone 

Kinga is a restricted tone language, with one high tone per (non-compound) word. There are three 

main possible positions for the high tone in a word: antepenultimate mora (APU), pre-stem initial 

mora (PSI) and penultimate mora (PU). The first of these patterns is the most common in both 

nouns and verbs. No lexical minimal pairs for tone have been found. There is one grammatical 

minimal pair for tone in verbs: 

(29)  

a. navakateleke  [naʋaxátʰelexe] /na-ʋa-xaː-tʰelex-e/  they will not cook 

       NEG-3PL-NEG.FUT1B-cook-FV 

b. navakateleke  [naʋaxatʰeléxe] /na-ʋa-xaː-tʰelex-e/  they did not cook 

       NEG-3PL-PST1-cook-FV  

The two verb forms are segmentally identical, but the negative near future B perfective has the PSI 

tone pattern and the negative near past perfective has the PU tone pattern. It was felt that as the 

two verb forms occur infrequently and are likely to be distinguished by the context, it is not 

necessary to mark the tonal difference in the orthography. 

The affirmative anterior (PSI) and the affirmative far past perfective (APU) are also 

distinguished tonally, but this is not a minimal difference as there are always segmental differences 

too. In the case of subject prefixes containing the vowel /a/, the only difference other than tone is 

in the length of the first vowel: 

(30)  

a. avombile [áʋoːᵐbile]  /a-ʋoːᵐb-il-e/  he has worked 

      3SG-work-ANT-FV  

b. aavombile [aːʋóːᵐbile]  /a-a-ʋoːᵐb-il-e/  he worked 

      3SG-PST2-work-ANT-FV  

For some speakers the tonal difference is perceived more clearly than the vowel length difference. 

The reason for the difficulty in perceiving the vowel length difference may be because the short 

vowel has a high tone and the long vowel does not. Thus the initial short vowel in (a) is heard as 

slightly lengthened as it has a high tone and the initial long vowel in (b) is heard as slightly 

shortened as it does not have a high tone. Despite the difficulty some experience in perceiving the 

long vowel in the far past, it was felt that distinguishing the two verb forms orthographically by 
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vowel length alone was preferable to introducing a tone mark and increasing the complexity of the 

orthography. 

4. Morphophonology 

4.1 Consonants 

The principle of writing changes to segments at the word level is followed. In the case of consonants, 

these changes can occur to root-initial /ʋ/, /tʰ/, /t͜s/, /ɟ/, /l/, /x/ and /h/ when they are prefixed 

with /N-/, which is either the first person singular object morpheme or the class 9 or 10 noun 

prefix, or to root-initial /ʋ/, /l/ and /h/ prefixed with /mʊ-/, which is either the third person 

singular object morpheme or the class 1 or 3 noun prefix:19 

(31)  

a. ɨmbombo [ɪᵐbôːᵐbo]  /ɪ-N-ʋoːᵐbo/  work   -vombo 

b. ɨnonge [ɪńoːᵑɡe]  /ɪ-N-tʰoːᵑɡe/  lump of food  -tonge 

c. ɨnziilo  [ɪⁿzɪ ̂ː lo]  /ɪ-N-t͜sɪːlo/  clay water pot -tsɨɨlo 

d. ɨnzala  [ɪ ́ː ⁿzala]  /ɪ-N-ɟala/  hunger  -jala 

e. indimi  [íːⁿdimi]  /i-N-limi/  tongues  -limi 

f. ɨng’enze [ɪŋ́eːⁿze]  /ɪ-N-xeːⁿze/  mouse   -kenze 

g. ɨnyalʉtsi [ɪɲálʊt͜si]  /ɪ-N-halʊt͜si/  gazelle  -halʉtsi 

h. ʉmbombi [ʊᵐbôːᵐbi]  /ʊ-mʊ-ʋoːᵐbi/ worker  -vombo 

i. ʉndongotsi [ʊⁿdóːᵑɡot͜si]  /ʊ-mʊ-loːᵑɡot͜si/ leader   -longotsi 

j. ʉmmɨnza [ʊmːɪ ̂ː ⁿza]  /ʊ-mʊ-hɪːⁿza/ girl   -hɨnza 

No changes of this kind have been noted at the phrase level in Kinga, with the exception of some 

locative examples, as shown in (53a-b) in section 5.3. 

4.2 Vowels 

4.2.1 Vowel harmony 

Vowel height harmony is present in verb extensions. As this process takes place at the word level, 

the surface quality of the vowel is always written. Thus, as shown below, the applicative morpheme 

can be written as <-il>, <-ɨl> or <-el>: 

(32)  

a. ʉkʉtikila [ʊxʊtíxila]  to hit for 

                                                 
19 After class 18 /mu-/ the root-initial consonant is not changed. 
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b. ʉkʉdɨndɨla [ʊxʊdɪ ́ː ⁿdɪla]  to close for 

c. ʉkʉtsengela [ʊxʊt͜séːᵑɡela] to build for 

d. ʉkʉjavɨla [ʊxʊɟáʋɪla]  to dig for 

e. ʉkʉholela [ʊxʊhólela]  to pick up for 

f. ʉkʉgʉlɨla [ʊxʊkʊ́lɪla]  to buy for 

g. ʉkʉsukila [ʊxʊsúxila]  to clean for 

No changes of this kind have been noted at the phrase level in Kinga. 

Note also that the distribution of degree-2 vowels is restricted in Kinga nouns. In CVCV noun 

stems, if V2 is a degree-2 vowel, V1 must be a vowel of the same quality. Thus all stems ending in 

a degree-2 vowel contain vowels of only one quality: 

(33)  

a. ʉm’bɨkɨ [ʊ́mbɪxɪ] /ʊ-mʊ-bɪxɪ/ tree 

b. inzwɨlɨ [iⁿzʷɪ ̂ː lɪ] /i-N-ɟʷɪːlɪ/ hair 

c. idʉdʉ  [ídʊdʊ] /i-N-dudu/ moles 

d. akakʉkʉ [axáxʊxʊ] /a-xa-xʊxʊ/ chick 

 4.2.2 Labialisation and palatalisation versus vowel adjacency 

When a prefix with a degree-1 or degree-2 high vowel precedes certain other vowels, glide 

formation results and since this process occurs at the word level, it is written accordingly: 

(34)  

a. mwilola [mʷíˑlola] /mu-i-lol-a/  you (pl.) watch 

     2PL-PRES-watch-FV 

b. ndyagʉlile [ⁿdʲakʊ́lile] /ⁿdɪ-a-kʊl-il-e/ I bought 

     1SG-PST2-buy-ANT-FV 

 When the consonant which precedes a high front vowel is /ɟ/ or /t͜s/, there is speaker 

variation20 in the degree to which the consonant is palatalised. It is felt that the palatalisation of 

these consonants is a feature of standard Kinga and therefore it is written: 

(35)  

a. jyʉmile [ɟʲʊ̂ːmile] /ɟɪ-ʊm-il-e/  it has dried 

     9-dry-ANT-FV 

b. tsyahʉmye [t͜sʲahʊ́mʲe] /t͜si-a-hʊm-ɪl-il-e/ they came from 

                                                 
20 It has not been investigated whether this variation is determined by such factors as the age or dialect of the 

speaker. 
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     10-PST2-come_out-APPL-ANT-FV 

An exception to this is the class 1 relative marker /ʊʋɪ/, which contains a degree-2 high front vowel, 

but does not become /ʊʋʲ/ before a vowel: 

(36)  

ʉvaadwadile [ʊʋaːdʷáːdile] /ʊʋi-a-a-dʷaːd-il-e/  he who was afraid 

      1.REL-3SG-PST2-fear-ANT-FV  

Note also that it is possible for lexical stems to contain two adjacent vowels, rather than a 

labialised or palatalised consonant: 

(37)  

a. avanuasi  [aʋanúasi]  /a-ʋa-nuasi/  liars 

b. ʉkʉnwang’ila [ʊxʊnʷáŋila]  /ʊ-xʊ-nʷaŋ-il-a/ to lie to 

       AUG-15-lie-APPL-FV 

c. amatang’aniʉla [amatʰaŋániʊla] /a-ma-tʰaŋaniʊla/ frogs (type) 

       AUG-6-frog 

Although examples (a-b) are related, there is a clear difference in the pronunciation of the relevant 

segments (perhaps due to the differing tone patterns) and as this is a word-level difference, it is 

written as pronounced. 

When labialisation or palatalisation occurs in the final syllable of the word, it is possible instead 

to pronounce two adjacent vowels in separate syllables: 

(38)  

a. avʉʉlilwe [áʋʊˑlilʷe] ~ [áʋʊˑlilue]  /a-ʋa-ʋʊːl-u-il-e/  he has been told 

        3SG-tell-PASS-ANT-FV 

b. tsyahʉmye [t͜sʲahʊ́mʲe] ~ [t͜sʲahʊ́mie]  /t͜si-a-hʊm-ɪl-il-e/  they came from 

        10-PST2-come_out-APPL-ANT-FV 

As shown, it was decided that words of this kind would be written with a labialised or palatalised 

consonant, rather than with two adjacent vowels. There are two exceptions to this rule. Firstly, the 

creation of palatalised consonants in the final syllable of verbs (as in 38b) is written differently 

when stems end in /n/, /ɲ/ or /ŋ/:21 

(39)  

a. ʉkʉponia [ʊxʊpʰónʲa]  /ʊ-xʊ-pʰoni-a/  to heal 

b. ʉvaponie [ʊʋápʰonʲe]  /ʊ-ʋa-pʰoni-e/  you should heal them 

                                                 
21 Speaker perception is that /m/ does not belong in this group. 
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      2SG-3PL-heal-FV 

c. ndɨmanyie [ⁿdɪḿaɲʲe]  /ⁿdɪ-maɲ-il-il-e/  I have learned 

      1SG-know-APPL-ANT-FV 

d. ansuung’ie [an̩súːŋʲe]  /a-N-suːŋ-il-il-e/  he has sent me to 

      3SG-1SG-send-APPL-ANT-FV 

e. vatsimanye [ʋat͜símaɲe]  /ʋa-t͜si-maɲ-e/  they should know them 

      3PL-10-know-FV 

Writing the vowel sequence in (a-d) both reflects speaker perception regarding pronunciation and 

also with respect to the alveolar nasal (a-b) ensures that there is no orthographic confusion with a 

palatal nasal, as shown in (e) for the sake of comparison. 

A second exception concerns verb roots of the syllabic structure Cʲ or Cʷ (and not C, as in /-p-/ 

‘give’), such as /-lʲ-/ ‘eat’ and /-kʷ-/ ‘fall’: 

(40)  

a. ndɨlye  [ⁿdɪĺʲe]  /ⁿdɪ-lʲ-e/   I should eat 

      1SG-eat-FV 

b. nandyalye [naⁿdʲálʲe]  /na-ⁿdɪ-a-lʲ-e/  I did not eat 

      NEG-1SG-PST2-eat-FV 

c. ndɨlie  [ⁿdɪĺie]  /ⁿdɪ-lʲ-il-e/   I have eaten 

      1SG-eat-ANT-FV 

d. vagwe  [ʋákʷe]  /ʋa-kʷ-e/   they should fall 

      3PL-fall-FV 

e. navakaagwe [naʋaxáːkʷe] /na-ʋa-xaː-kʷ-e/  they did not fall 

      NEG-3PL-PST1-fall-FV 

f. vaague [ʋáːkue]  /ʋa-a-kʷ-il-e/   they fell 

      3PL-PST2-fall-ANT-FV 

There is a slight pronunciation difference between the surface forms resulting from these roots plus 

a final vowel /-e/ (a, b, d, e) those resulting from imbrication (c, f) when the anterior morpheme 

is added.22 Speakers felt the spellings shown reflected this difference appropriately. 

It should also be noted that for some Kinga speakers, /ʋ/ may be labialised as /ʋʷ/: 

(41)  

                                                 
22 Note that though <avaswe> [aʋásʷe] ‘the dead’ may historically contain the anterior morpheme (‘they who have 

died’), it is pronounced with a labialised consonant in the final syllable. 
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a. ʉwʉʉke [ʊ́wʊːxe]  ~ [ʊʋʷʊːxe]  /ʊ-ʋʊ-ʊxe/  honey 

b. ʉkʉtsowa [ʊxʊt͜sówa] ~ [ʊxʊt͜soʋʷa] /ʊ-xʊ-t͜soʋ-u-a/ to be said 

        AUG-15-say-PASS-FV 

It was felt that the more common pronunciation is [w] rather than [ʋʷ] and therefore this is 

reflected in the orthography. 

Finally, the imperative forms of verb roots of the syllabic structure Cʲ or Cʷ are written in the 

following way: 

(42)  

a. liya  [líja]  /li-a/   eatǃ (2SG) 

     eat-FV 

a. guwa  [kúwa] /ku-a/   fallǃ (2SG) 

     fall-FV 

c. lii  [líː]  /li-i/   eatǃ (2PL) 

     eat-FV 

d. guwi  [kúwi] /ku-i/   fallǃ (2PL) 

     fall-FV 

4.2.3 Augments 

Kinga nouns have an augment of a single vowel which occurs in certain contexts and not in others. 

Associatives may also have an initial vowel and its presence appears at least in part to be free 

variation: 

(43)  

a. ɨkitabu ɨkya nyamalago [ɪxɪt́ʰabu ɪx́ʲa ɲamálako] the book of the prophet 

b. ɨkɨvʉmbʉkʉ kya Vayahudi [ɪxɪʋʊ́ːᵐbʊxʊ xʲa ʋajahúdi] the nation of the Jews 

c. amafuta aga kwɨbaka [ámafutʰa aka xʷɪ ́ː baxa] the oil of anointing  

d. amasigalɨlo ga mikate [amasikalɪĺo ka mixátʰe] the leftovers of the bread 

For example, a noun following the associative cannot have an augment, as shown above. However, 

the presence of the augment on the associative in the phrases above seems to be optional and not 

affect meaning. 

The orthographic rule for the augment is simply to write it wherever it occurs. The question of 

how its occurrence relates to free variation, grammatical context and any other factors (such as 

carefulness of speech or speech speed) remains to be investigated further. 
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5. Word boundaries 

5.1 Conjunctions 

The conjunction ‘and, with’ in Kinga has the underlying form /na/ and may be realised as /na/, 

/nʊ/, /nɪ/ or /ni/, depending on the context in which it occurs: 

(44)  

a. na magasi  [námakasi]  and water (cl. 6) 

b. nʉ mwana  [nʊ́mʷaːna]  and child (cl. 1) 

c. nɨ kɨpʉga  [nɪx́ɪpʰʊka]  and crowd (cl. 7) 

d. ni sipʉga  [nísipʰʊka]  and crowds (cl. 8) 

The decision was made to write the vowel according to its surface pronunciation and to write it 

disjunctively from the following word. It is not possible, even in slow and careful speech, to 

pronounce both the underlying conjunction vowel and the vowel of the following word (*[na 

ámakasi], *[na ʊ́mʷaːna], etc).  

The conjunction is analysed as a clitic as it has the grammatical properties of a word, but is 

phonologically part of the word it precedes. As such, the option of linking it to the following word 

by means of a punctuation mark was considered as an option, as in <na-magasi>, <n-amagasi>, 

<nʉ’mwana> or <n’ʉmwana>, for example. This was not preferred as it was felt that adding a 

punctuation mark unnecessarily complicated the orthography. Also, nouns occur without their 

augments in other contexts (such as after an associative or in a vocative construction) and therefore 

readers are accustomed to recognising the word shape of a noun without its augment. The option 

of writing the conjunction and the following word as one orthographic word was rejected as it did 

not give sufficient prominence to the conjunction and was too similar visually to the noun without 

the conjunction. Furthermore, the conjunctive option was chosen for the additive particle /na/ 

‘even, as well’ and the negative morpheme /na-/ (see section 5.2 below). Choosing a disjunctive 

option for the conjunction helps to maintain a clear visual distinction between it and the other two 

morphemes, in the contexts in which they might otherwise be ambiguous (see below in this section 

and in 5.2). 

Note that the disjunctive writing of the conjunction /na/ holds even when it is used with a 

copula to convey the meaning ‘be with’ or ‘have’: 

(45)  

a. alɨ na magasi  [álɪ námakasi]  he has water 

b. vaale ni sitamu [ʋáːle nísitʰamu]  they had diseases 

There are two categories of exceptions to the rule for writing the conjunction /na/. These 

categories are personal pronouns and demonstratives: 
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(46)  

a. nʉʉne  [nʊ́ːne] with me  cf.  ʉne  [ʊ́ne]  I 

b. nʉʉve  [nʊ́ːʋe] with you (sg.) cf. ʉve  [ʊ́ʋe]  you (sg.) 

c. nʉ mwene [nʊmʷêːne] with him  cf. ʉmwene [ʊmʷêːne] he 

d. nʉʉwe [nʊ́ːwe] with us  cf. ʉwe  [ʊ́we]  we 

e. nʉʉnyie [nʊ́ːɲie] with you (pl.) cf. ʉnyie  [ʊ́ɲie]  you (pl.) 

f. na veene [naʋêːne] with them  cf. aveene [aʋêːne] they 

g. navo  [náʋo] with them (cl. 2) cf. *vo 

h. nakyo  [nákʰʲo] with it (cl. 7)  cf. *kyo 

i. nasyo  [násʲo] with them (cl. 8) cf. *syo 

j. nʉʉjʉ  [nʊ́ːɟʊ] and this (cl. 1) cf. ʉjʉ  [ʊ́ɟʊ]  this (cl. 1) 

k. niitso  [níːt͜so] and these (cl. 10) cf. itso  [ít͜so] these (cl. 10) 

l. na tsilya [na t͜sílʲa] and those (cl. 10) cf. tsilya  [t͜sílʲa] those (cl. 10) 

m. nʉ vɨ  [nʊ́ʋɪ]  and who (cl. 1) 

n. nʉ wʉ  [nʊ́wʊ] and who (cl. 2) 

o. nʉ pwʉ [nʊ́pʰʷʊ] and where (cl. 16) cf. nʉpwʉ [nʊ́pʰʷʊ] even if 

p. nɨ kya  [nɪx́ʲa]  and of (cl. 7) 

q. na va  [náʋa]  and of (cl. 2)  cf. nava  [náʋa] even (cl. 2) 

The disjunctive option was rejected for the combination of /na/ and personal pronoun for the first 

and second person forms (a-b, d-e). Writing, for example, *<nʉ ne> and *<nʉ ve>, was rejected 

as in all four instances it creates an orthographic word after the conjunction which does not exist 

in any other context (*<ne>, *<ve>, *<we>, *<nyie>). The option of writing, for example, 

*<nʉ ʉne> and *<nʉ ʉve>, was rejected as it gave the misleading impression that the vowels 

either side of the space should be pronounced individually, rather than as a single lengthened 

vowel. The third person forms do create existing orthographic words (<mwene>, <veene>, see 

5.6) and are therefore written separately from the preceding conjunction (c, f). 

The combination of the conjunction /na/ and a proximal or referential demonstrative (which 

are vowel-initial) results in a pronunciation which does not facilitate disjunctive writing (j-k), for 

the same reason as explained above in relation to the first and second person pronouns. In contrast, 

before a distal demonstrative (which is consonant-initial), disjunctive writing is possible (l). 

The conjunction /na/ followed by a relative pronoun (m-o) or associative (p-q) is written 

disjunctively. There is no lengthening of the vowel in the first syllable in examples of this kind, in 

contrast to what is seen when the conjunction is followed by a vowel-intial pronoun or 

demonstrative. 
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The behaviour of the conjunction /na/ ‘and’ before words is the same as that of /ⁿda/ ‘like’ in 

the same contexts and therefore the same orthographic decisions regarding word boundaries have 

been made: 

(47)  

a. ndʉ mwinyo [ⁿdʊ́mʷiːɲo] like salt  cf.  ʉmwinyo [ʊ́mʷiːɲo] salt 

b. ndʉʉne [ⁿdʊ́ːne] like me  cf. ʉne  [ʊ́ne]  I 

c. ndʉ mwene [ⁿdʊmʷêːne] like him  cf. ʉmwene [ʊmʷêːne] he 

d. nda veene [ⁿdaʋêːne] like them  cf. aveene [aʋêːne] they 

e. ndʉʉlʉ [ⁿdʊ̂ːlʊ] like this (cl. 11) cf. ʉlʉ  [ʊ́lʊ] this (cl. 11) 

f. nda tsilya [ⁿdat͜sílʲa] like those (cl. 10) cf. tsilya  [t͜sílʲa]  those (cl. 10) 

g. ndʉmwʉ [ⁿdʊ́mʷʊ] as, like 

h. ndʉwʉ [ⁿdʊ́wʊ] as, like 

 

When /ⁿda/ precedes a noun, the /a/ vowel is replaced with the augment of the noun and the two 

words are written disjunctively (a, cf. 44a-d). When /ⁿda/ precedes a first or second person 

pronoun, the resulting form is written conjunctively (b, cf. 46a-b, d-e). When /ⁿda/ precedes a third 

person pronoun, the resulting form is written disjunctively (c-d, cf. 45c, f). Proximal and referential 

demonstratives are treated like first and second person pronouns (e, cf. 46j-k) and distal 

demonstratives allow for disjunctive writing (f, cf. 46l). Examples (g-h) show two relative pronouns 

which are used for manner and are superficially similar to (b, e), but contain short vowels in the 

first syllable and are perceived as single words. 

As noted above, there is an additive particle /na/ ‘even, as well’ in Kinga which is homophonous 

with both the conjunction /na/ and the negative morpheme /na/. This particle does not directly 

precede nouns or verbs and as such there are no potential orthographic ambiguity issues in this 

context. However, some other contexts do create the possibility of orthographic ambiguity between 

the additive particle and the conjunction. The choice was made to write the additive particle 

conjunctively in all contexts and thus avoid this ambiguity in the orthography: 

(48)  

a. naga [naka] even (cl. 6) cf.  na ga  [naka]  and of (cl. 6) 

b. napa [napʰa] even (cl. 16) cf. na pa  [napʰa] and at 

c. nakʉ [naxʊ] even (cl. 17) cf. na kʉ  [naxʊ]  and at/for 

d. namu [namu] even (cl. 18) cf. na mu  [namu] and in 

e. najyʉne [naɟʲʊːne] even I cf. nʉʉne  [nʊ́ːne] with me 

f. najyʉve [naɟʲʊʋe] even you (sg.) cf. nʉʉve  [nʊ́ːʋe] with you (sg.) 

g. namwene [namʷeːne] even he cf. nʉ mwene [nʊmʷêːne] with him 
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h. najyʉwe [naɟʲʊːwe] even we cf. nʉʉwe [nʊ́ːwe] with us 

i. najyʉnyie [naɟʲʊːɲie] even you (pl.) cf. nʉʉnyie [nʊ́ːɲie] with you (pl.) 

j. naveene [naʋeːne] even they cf. na veene [naʋêːne] with them 

k. nava vaanu [naʋaʋâːnu] even people cf. na va vaanu [naʋaʋâːnu] and of people 

5.2 Negatives 

As noted in the previous section, the conjunction /na/ in Kinga is written disjunctively, with certain 

exceptions. In contrast, the negative morpheme /na-/ is written conjunctively: 

(49)  

a. namukonga  [namuxôːᵑɡa]  you (pl.) do not follow 

b. natwitse  [natʰʷíːt͜se]   we did not come 

c. ɨjɨ nanyumba  [ɪɟɪ náɲuːᵐba]  this is not a house 

d. aga namagasi [aka námakasi]  this is not water 

e. navyʉla  [naʋʲʊ̂ːla]   not that one  

f. navɨ mwene  [naʋɪmʷêːne]   not him 

g. nalwa kwɨhɨga [nalʷaxʷɪh́ɪka]  not of judging oneself 

The negative morpheme can be attached to verbs (a-c) and nouns (c-d) and it was agreed that 

having the same rule for both was desirable. Although the placement of the negative morpheme 

before the subject agreement morpheme in verbs suggests the morpheme is less fully integrated 

into the verb than other verbal morphemes, the conjunctive writing rule was still preferred as there 

is a strong association of the single orthographic word <na> with the conjunction ‘and, with’, 

which is reinforced by the parallel conjunction ‘na’ in Swahili having the same orthographic 

representation. 

The negative morpheme can also be attached to demonstratives (e), pronouns (f) and 

associatives (g). In all cases it is written conjunctively with the following word. 

Note that the form of the negative morpheme is invariable, whereas the conjunction often 

precedes a word with an augment and its vowel is thus replaced by that augment, resulting in four 

possible pronunciations, [na], [nʊ], [nɪ] and [ni], corresponding to four possible orthographic 

representations, <na>, <nʉ>, <nɨ> and <ni>. Therefore in terms of phonological processes, 

the conjunction is more closely linked to the following word than the negative morpheme is, which 

would argue for the opposite writing rule situation than was chosen, namely, conjunctive writing 

for the conjunction and disjunctive writing for the negative morpheme. It was felt that the perceived 

“wordness” of the conjunction overruled this consideration. 

Note also that for nouns with the augment /a/ (classes 2, 6 and 12), the orthographic rules for 

the conjunction and the negative morpheme are such that the grammatical difference which is not 

differentiated at the phonological level is disambiguated orthographically: 
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(50)  

a. namasaago [namasâːko]  not thoughts 

b. na masaago [namasâːko]  and thoughts 

c. navaana [náʋaːna]  not children 

d. na vaana [náʋaːna]  and children 

5.3 Locatives 

Kinga has three locative clitics: /pʰa/, /xʊ/ and /mu/. These morphemes are phonologically 

identical to the noun class prefixes for classes 16, 17 and 18 respectively, but functionally and 

grammatically different: 

(51)  

a. panonu pango  [pʰánonupʰâːᵑɡo]  the good place is mine (here) (cl. 16) 

b. kʉvalasu kwako  [kʰʊ́ʋalasuxʷâːxo] the white place is yours (there) (cl. 17) 

c.  mutiitu mwa mwene [mʊtʰîːtʰumʷamʷêːne] the dark place is his (inside) (cl. 18) 

d. pa kɨtanda kyango  [pʰaxɪt́ʰaⁿdaxʲâːᵑɡo]  on my bed (cl. 7) 

e. kʉ silɨmɨla syako  [kʰʊsilɪḿɪlasʲâːxo]  at your fields (cl. 8) 

f. mu mabɨkɨ ga mwene [mumábɪxɪkamʷêːne] in his trees (cl. 6) 

Examples (a-c) show how nouns in classes 16, 17 and 18 behave with respect to agreement. As 

expected, class agreement is shown on the possessive determiner. Similarly, in examples (d-f), the 

possessive determiner agrees with the noun class. This agreement holds even when the noun is 

preceded by a locative. It is thus clear whether the morphemes /pʰa/, /xʊ/ and /mu/ are noun class 

prefixes or locative clitics, both because of the difference in agreement on the possessive determiner 

and because the prefixes attach to bound noun stems (a-c) and the clitics precede nouns already 

containing a class prefix (d-f). 

The phrase-level function of the locative is also clear from examples (d-f) above. The locative 

function extends over not just the following noun, but also over its possessive determiner, i.e. over 

the noun phrase as a whole. The locative is pronounced as a single phonological word with the 

following noun and together with its phrase-level grammatical function, this argues for its analysis 

as a clitic. 

Writing the locative with a joining punctuation mark was rejected as introducing unecessary 

symbols into the language. The original preference of the Kinga writers was to write the locatives 

conjunctively, as <pakɨtanda kyango> ‘on my bed’, for example. After some years, this decision 

was changed to a disjunctive rule as the writers became more experienced and began to see the 

desirability of maintaining a consistent representation of words with the same reference. Thus 

<(ɨ)kɨtanda> is always the representation of ‘bed’, regardless of the grammatical context in which 

it occurs. 
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There are two main categories of exceptions to the rule of writing locatives disjunctively.23 The 

first is that the locative is written together with the following word if the meaning of the whole is 

idiomatic. The second is that the conjunctive option is used when the disjunctive option would 

result in a form following the locative which has no meaning in isolation (although perhaps it once 

did): 

(52)  

a. pavʉvalasu  [pʰaʋʊʋálasu] openly  cf. ʉvʉvalasu whiteness 

b. kʉnsana  [xʊ́n̩sana]  behind cf. ʉnsana back 

c. kʉnsana kʉ n’dala [xʊ́n̩sana xʊ́n̩dala] behind the woman 

d. ʉnsana gwa n’dala [ʊ́n̩sana kʷán̩dala] (the) woman’s back 

e. kʉnena  [xʊ́nena]  north  cf. *nena 

Examples (a) and (b) illustrate the first category of exception as they have idiomatic meanings. The 

agreement properties of (c) and (d) further support the word boundary choices as in both cases the 

linking element in the phrase (a locative and and asociative respectively) agrees with the previous 

word as a whole. Example (e) illustrates the second category of exception as removing the locative 

results in a form which has no meaning in isolation.24 

The class 18 locative clitic /mu/ may assimilate to the following consonant (following the 

pattern of the class 1 and 3 prefix /mu-/): 

(53)  

a. mbwʉmi  [ᵐbʷʊ̂ːmi]  /mu-ʋʊ-ʊmi/  in life 

       18LOC-14-life 

b. nkɨlʉnga  [n̩xɪl̋ʊːᵑɡa]  /mu-xɪ-lʊːᵑɡa/ in the country 

18LOC-7-country 

It was felt that the disjunctive writing option was no longer possible in these cases, as the clitic is 

reduced to a single consonant grapheme. For the sake of orthographic clarity it was decided to use 

the uncontracted forms (<mu wʉʉmi>, <mu kɨlʉnga>) in the translation. One lexical exception 

to this rule is the idiomatic expression <mbʉtsenge na mbʉtsenge> ‘from town to town’, which is 

written with assimilated locative clitics. Another lexical exception is <mwinyasi> ‘in the bush 

(general reference)’ in the phrase <isikanu sya mwinyasi> ‘animals of the bush’, which contrasts 

with <mu linyasi> ‘in the bush (specific reference)’, as in <isikanu sya mu linyasi> ‘the animals 

in the (particular area of) bush’. 

It is possible to double a locative clitic before a noun, as in the following examples: 

                                                 
23 Additional examples of exceptions can be seen in Table 8 in Appendix 3. 
24 This form can thus be analysed as a class 17 noun. 
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(54)  

a. mumu sigono isyo  [mumusíkono isʲo]  in those days 

b kʉkʉ mwene   [xʊxʊmʷêːne]  right at his place 

c. pa pavʉlongolo pa lʉlʉndamano  

[pʰapʰaʋʊlôːᵑɡolo pʰalʊlʊˑⁿdamáno]    right there in front of the meeting 

As shown, the decision was made to write the doubled clitic as one word in a context in which a 

single clitic would be written disjuntively (a-b) and the first clitic separately in a context in which 

the second clitic is written as part of the following word (c). 

Locative morphemes may precede demonstratives. In such an environment, the rule for the 

conjunction <na> and <nda> ‘like’ is followed. That is, the locative is written conjunctively with 

the demonstrative if it is vowel-initial (a-c) and disjunctively if it is consonant-initial (d): 

(55)  

a. piitsi  [pʰîːt͜si] to these (cl. 16 locative, cl. 10 demonstrative) 

b. kwago [xʷâːko] for those (cl. 17 locative, cl. 6 demonstrative) 

c. mwɨlyo [mʷɪ ̂ː lʲo] in that (cl. 18 locative, cl. 5 demonstrative) 

d. kʉ tsilya [xʊt͜sílʲa] for those (cl. 17 locative, cl. 10 demonstrative) 

For the majority of Kinga speakers the pronunciation shown in (a-c) is the only possible one and 

therefore the choice for writing was made to reflect this. For speakers of the XXX dialect, it is 

possible to pronounce the underlying forms of the locative vowels separately from the vowel at the 

beginning of the demonstrative. 

5.4 Copula 

Kinga has an emphatic copula which shows noun class agreement. The decision was made to write 

the copula as a separate word from what follows because it has the grammatical status of an 

independent word. Furthermore the following word is always able to exist in isolation from the 

copula: 

(56)  

a. ʉmwene vɨ Kɨlɨsiti  [ʊmʷêːne ʋɪ xɪlɪsítʰi] he is Christ 

b. ɨjyo jyʉ mbombo  [ɪɟ́ʲo ɟʲʊ ᵐbôːᵐbo]  this is work 

c. wʉ avo   [wʊ áʋo]   they are those ones 

d. vɨ ʉlya   [ʋɪ ʊ́lʲa]   it is that one 

e. kwʉ kʉta   [xʷʊ́xʊtʰa]   that is to say 

f. nakwʉ kʉta   [naxʷʊ́xʊtʰa]   that is not to say 
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In the case of nouns (a-b, e-f), the copula is not phonologically affected by the following word in 

any way. In the case of vowel-initial demonstratives (c-d), it is possible to elide the vowel of the 

copula, but this is not the pronunciation in careful speech and therefore it was felt that a disjunctive 

writing option was best. 

The copula may also be doubled for emphasis: 

(57)  

a. ʉmwene vɨ vɨ Kɨlɨsiti [ʊmʷêːne ʋɪ ʋɪ ́xɪlɪsítʰi] he is indeed Christ 

b. ɨjyo jyʉ vɨ mbombo  [ɪɟʲo ɟʲʊ ʋɪ ᵐbóːᵐbo]  this is indeed work 

Two common verb forms in Kinga are based on the copula. The first comprises a present tense 

copula and an infinitive verb, which takes its time reference from a preceding verb, as in the first 

example below: 

(58)  

a. Vɨɨmile palya valɨkʉlola. [ʋɪ ̂ːmile pʰálʲa ʋalɪx́ʊlola] They were standing there watching. 

b. Valɨ kʉ lʉkɨnga  [ʋálɪ xʊlʊ́xɪːᵑɡa]  They are in the desert 

The class 15 (infinitive) noun class prefix /xʊ-/ is homophonous with the class 17 locative clitic 

/xʊ/, which can also follow a present tense copula, as in (b). The decision was made to write the 

copula plus infinitive verb form as one word, as shown, as it is perceived as a single verb form, 

rather than a compound of a copula and infinitive. This also ensures that it is orthographically 

distinct from a copula followed by a class 17 locative. 

A second verb form based on the copula is illustrated below: 

(59)  

a. Valɨ pa kʉlola.  [ʋálɪ pʰáxʊlola]  They are watching. 

b. Valaava pa kʉlɨma. [ʋalâːʋa pʰáxʊlɪma]  They will be farming 

For this construction it was decided that the copula, locative clitic and infinitive should each be 

written as single words as each is felt to contribute its usual meaning to the whole. The same 

decision was made for the locative clitic /pʰa/ when it stands between another verb and an 

infinitive and conveys intention: 

(60)  

a. Wɨsaawe pa kʉvomba. [wɪśaːwe pʰaxʊ́ʋoːᵐba] You have prepared yourself to work. 

b. Vakataama pa kʉlya. [ʋaxatʰâːma pʰaxʊ́lʲa] They sat down to eat. 

5.5 Associatives 

The associative is written disjunctively from the following word: 
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(61)  

a. ʉndyango gwa nyumba [ʊn̩dʲâːᵑɡo kʷáɲuːᵐba]  the house’s door 

b. isitabu sya mmanyisi [isitʰábu sʲamːáɲisi]   the teacher’s books 

c. ʉlwa vɨɨlɨ    [ʊlʷáʋɪːlɪ]    second time (lit. ‘of two’) 

There are no circumstances under which the /-a/ of the associative is replaced or affected in some 

way by the initial vowel of the following word. 

There are some nouns which are derived from an associative and a following verb or adverb. In 

these cases the associative is written together with what follows as the construction functions as a 

regular noun, as in examples (a-d) below:25 

(62)  

a. ɨkyakʉlya   [ɪxʲaxʊ́lʲa]   food (lit. ‘of’+‘to eat’) 

b. avakʉkyanya   [aʋaxʊxʲaːɲa]  heavenly ones (lit. ‘of’+‘heaven’) 

c. avasyʉle   [aʋasʲʊːle]   schoolchildren (lit. ‘of’+‘school’) 

d. ʉwajɨlweli   [ʊwaɟɪlʷêːli]   truth (lit. ‘of’+‘truly’) 

e. ʉvʉvaha ʉwa jɨlweli [ʊʋʊ́ʋaha ʊwaɟɪlʷêːli] true greatness  

f. apakʉgona   [apʰaxʊ́kona]  sleeping place (lit. ‘of’+‘to sleep’) 

g. apoonu apa kʉgonia [apʰôːnu apʰaxʊkónia] place for laying someone/something on

  

Note that examples (d-e) and (f-g) show how in this way the orthography distinguishes between a 

noun containing an associative and a noun preceded by an associative.  

An associative is written conjunctively with a vowel-initial demonstrative (a-b) and 

disjunctively from a consonant-initial demonstrative (c), following the pattern seen in (55) for 

locatives: 

(63)  

a. wʉʉlya [wʊ́ːlʲa] of that (cl. 14 associative, cl. 1 demonstrative) 

b. tsʉʉlya [t͜sʊ́ːlʲa] of those (cl. 17 locative, cl. 6 demonstrative) 

c. kya tsilya [xʊt͜sílʲa] of those (cl. 17 locative, cl. 10 demonstrative) 

5.6 Pronouns 

Possessive pronouns in Kinga are written as single orthographic words with the exception of third 

person singular and third person plural forms: 

(64)  

                                                 
25 Additional examples can be seen in Table 9 in Appendix 3. 
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a. gwango  [kʷâːᵑɡo]  my (cl. 3) 

b. gyave   [kʲâːʋe]  your (sg.) (cl. 4) 

c. lya mwene   [lʲamʷêːne]  his (cl. 5)  

d. giitu   [kîːtʰu]  our (cl. 6) 

e. kiinyo   [xîːɲo]  your (cl. 7) 

f. sya veene  [sʲaʋêːne]  their (cl. 8) 

The third person forms are made up of an associative and and independent pronoun without its 

augment (<ʉmwene> ‘he’, <aveene> ‘they’) and thus follow the usual disjunctive writing rule 

for associatives. 

Similar exceptional behaviour in third person pronouns can be seen when they are used 

locatively: 

(65)  

a. kwane26  [xʷâːne]  my (place) 

b. kwave   [xʷâːʋe]  your (sg.) (place) 

c. kʉ mwene   [xʊmʷêːne]  his (place)  

d. kʉmiitu  [xʊmîːtʰu]  our (place) 

e. kʉmiinyo  [xʊmîːɲo]  your (pl.) (place) 

f. kʉ veene  [xʊʋêːne]  their (place) 

g. kʉ myaviitu  [xʊmʲaʋîːtʰu]  our (place) 

h. kʉ myaviinyo [xʊmʲaʋîːɲo]  your (pl.) (place) 

i. kʉ myavaavo [xʊmʲaʋâːʋo]  their (place) 

j. kʉmyavo  [xʊmʲâːʋo]  their (place) 

The third person forms (c) and (f) are made up of a locative clitic and an independent pronoun 

without its augment. In these forms the locative is written disjunctively. In the other person forms 

shown in (a-b, d-e), the locative element is written conjunctively. The three plural forms have 

alternative longer pronunciations, in which the <kʉ> is separated, as in (f-i). The third person 

plural also has a shortened version of the longer form, as shown in (j). The three singular forms do 

not have alternative longer pronunciations. 

Restrictive (or emphatic) pronouns consist of two orthographic words, the first of which is the 

basic pronoun: 

(66)  

a. ʉne jyʉne  [ʊ́ne ɟʲʊ́ːne]   I alone 

b. ʉve jyʉve  [ʊ́ʋe ɟʲʊ́ːʋe]   you (sg.) alone 

                                                 
26  Neither *<kʉmyango> nor *<kʉmyane> are possible alternative forms. 
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c. ʉmwene jyʉmwene [ʊmʷêːne ɟʲʊmʷêːne] he alone 

d. ʉwe jyʉwe  [ʊ́we ɟʲʊ́ːwe]   we alone 

e. ʉnyie jyʉnyie [ʊ́ɲie ɟʲʊ́ːɲie]   you (pl.) alone 

f. aveene vaveene [aʋêːne ʋaʋêːne]  they alone 

g. avaana vaveene [áʋaːna ʋaʋêːne]  the children alone 

h. avaana va veene [áʋaːna ʋaʋêːne]  their children 

The last two examples show how in the third person plural, the difference between the restrictive 

and possessive pronouns is shown orthographically by thee different word boundary choices. 

See also the examples of additive and accompanitive pronouns in example (47), section 5.1. 

The examples below show how possessive pronouns are written disjunctively from the word 

which they modify unless they have been assimilated into the lexical item (b, d) or do not show 

the usual noun class agreement (f, g): 

(67)  

a. ʉdaada  [ʊdáːda] father   

b. ʉdadaajo  [ʊdadáːɟo] your (sg.) father 

c. ʉkaaka  [ʊxáːxa] brother 

d. ʉkakaaje  [ʊxaxáːɟe] his brother 

e. ʉdadajiitu  [ʊdadɟíːtʰu] our father (cl. 1a noun, cl. 9 modifier agreement) 

f. ʉdadajiinyo  [ʊdadaɟíːɲo] your (pl.) father (cl. 1a noun, cl. 9 modifier agreement) 

Note here also how the vowel length always remains in the penultimate syllable of the word. 

A further type of pronominal form can be seen in the next examples: 

(68)  

a. ʉwe twɨ vooni tupʉlɨka  [ʊ́we tʰʷɪʋôːni tʰupʰʊ́lɪxa] we are all listening 

b. nyɨ vaanu va kʉ Yelusalemu [ɲɪʋâːnu ʋaxʊjelusalému] you (pl.) people of Jerusalem 

It was decided to write these forms disjunctively as they precede fully formed words. 

5.7 Reduplication 

Reduplicated word forms are written conjunctively if they are partial reduplications (a-f) or when 

the reduplicated element in isolation does not exist (g) or has another meaning (h),27 and 

disjunctively if they are full reduplications in which the meaning of the whole is clearly related to 

the meaning of the reduplicated element (i-m):28 

                                                 
27 (ɨ)ng’aani [ɪŋ́aːni] means ‘argument, strife’. 
28 Additional examples can be seen in Table 10 in Appendix 3.  
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(69) 

a. siisi isi   [síːsi ísi]   these very ones (cl. 8, proximal) 

b. kɨɨkyo ɨkyo   [xɪ ́ː xʲo ɪx́ʲo]   that very one (cl. 7, referential) 

c. gaagalya   [kaːkálʲa]   those very ones (cl. 6, distal) 

d. lɨlɨno lɨno   [lɪĺɪnolɪńo]   right now 

e.  valɨkwɨgumbagumba [ʋalɪxʷɪkʊᵐbakûːᵐba] they were hitting themselves 

f. vigendagenda  [ʋikeⁿdakêːⁿda]  they walk 

g. molamola   [molámola]   slowly 

h. ng’aning’aani   [ŋaníŋaːni]   fast 

i. vʉle vʉle   [ʋʊléʋʊle]   the same (way) 

j.  kwoni kwoni   [xʷonixʷôːni]   everywhere 

k.  vani vani   [ʋaníʋani]   four by four 

l. padebe padebe  [pʰadébepʰadébe]  little by little 

m. kavɨlɨ kavɨlɨ   [xaʋɪĺɪxaʋɪĺɪ]   from time to time 

5.8 Compound Words 

Compound words are usually written disjunctively, except when the meaning of the whole is 

idiomatic in some way. This rule can be illustrated with examples constructed using <-nya>, 

which indicates possession:29 

(70) 

a. avanya kisa   [aʋaɲáxisa]   compassionate ones (people) 

b. ʉnya bʉʉba   [ʊɲábʊːba]    leper 

c. ʉmuunu ʉnya bʉʉba [ʊmûːnu ʊɲábʊːba]  person with leprosy 

d. avaanu avanyapanzi [aʋâːnu aʋaɲapʰâːⁿzi] pagans (lit. ‘people with outside’) 

e. avanyamalago  [aʋaɲamálako]  prophets 

f. ʉnyambʉda   [ʊɲáᵐbʊda]   murderer 

g. ʉnya kʉtsilika  [ʊɲaxʊt͜sílixa]  fainting person 

h. ʉnya maka   [ʊɲamáxa]   strong one (person) 

i.  ʉnyamaka   [ʊɲamáxa]   almighty 

 

There is no phonological difference between the forms written disjunctively and those written 

conjunctively. In both cases <-nya> is part of a phonological word with the following noun and 

the lack of augment on the noun shows its unity with the preceding morphemes. The choice 

between the two writing options is based instead on the meaning of the construction as a whole. If 

                                                 
29 Additional examples can be seen in Table 11 in Appendix 3. 
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there is no idiomatic meaning, the disjunctive option is chosen. As examples (a-c) show, this holds 

both for <-nya> used as a noun and as the modifier of a noun. Example (d) illustrates the 

conjunctive writing option for a construction with idiomatic meanings. Example (e) is understood 

to belong to the same group as (d), even though <amalago> is a noun meaning ‘prophecy’. This 

seems to be because <avanyamalago> does not mean simply ‘those with prophecy’, but ‘those 

who have the job of prophesying’. Examples (f) and (g) are derived from verb stems (<-bʉda> 

‘kill’ and <-tsilika> ‘faint’ respectively). The type represented by (f) is written conjunctively as 

the second part cannot stand alone as a word, whereas the type represented by (g) is written 

disjunctively as the second part is an infinitive, which can stand alone as a word. Finally, the 

decision was made to contrast (h) <ʉnya maka> ‘strong one (person)’, which is a transient 

description applied to a person, with (i) <ʉnyamaka> ‘almighty’, which is an immutable 

description of God, by means of a different word boundary decision. 

A construction with a similar meaning uses <-ene> instead of <-nya>. When class 1 or 2 

noun class prefixes attach to <-ene> in this construction, this part of the compound is then 

formally identical with the third person pronouns <ʉmwene> ‘he’ and <aveene> ‘they’. In order 

to avoid ambiguity with pronouns in isolation, the compounds are thus written disjunctively: 

(71) 

a. ʉmwenembombo [ʊmʷenéᵐboːᵐbo] worker (lit. ‘owner-work’) 

b. ʉmwenenyumba [ʊmʷenéɲuːᵐba] house owner 

c. avenembwa  [aʋéneːᵐbʷa]  dog owners 

d. ʉwenekɨlʉnga [ʊwenéxɪlʊːᵑɡa] citizenship (lit. ‘ownership-country’) 

Note that the status of the compound as a single phonological word is clear from the shortened first 

<e> vowel in (c) and (d). 

The examples below illustrate other kinds of noun compounds:30 

(72) 

a. avalovasomba [aʋalóʋasôːᵐba] fishermen (lit. ‘catcher-fish’) 

b. ʉndahambeju [ʊⁿdaháᵐbeɟu] sower (lit. ‘planter-seed’) 

c. ʉntulanongwa [ʊn̩tʰulánoːᵑɡʷa] sinner (lit. ‘doer-sin’) 

d. ʉntengaligoha [ʊn̩tʰeᵑɡalíkoha] soldier (lit. ‘preventer-war’) 

e. ɨnzɨlamalekano [ɪⁿzɪlamaléxano] crossroads (lit. ‘road-leaving each other’) 

f. atulile ɨnongwa [átʰulile ɪńoːᵑɡʷa] he has sinned 

g. itenga ɨligoha [itʰêːᵑga ɪlíkoha] he prevents war 

h. ʉlʉkololwango [ʊlʊxololʷâːᵑɡo] my relative (lit. ‘clan-my’) 

i. ʉlʉkolo lwango [ʊlʊ́xolo lʷâːᵑɡo] my clan 

                                                 
30 Additional examples can be seen in Table 12 in Appendix 3. 
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Examples (a-d) are derived from a verb stem and a noun and (e) is derived from two nouns. These 

compounds are written conjunctively. Examples (f) and (g) show the same lexical stems as (c) and 

(d) respectively, but functioning as a verb and object and thus written disjunctively. Example (h) 

is derived from a noun and a possessive modifier. Its meaning is idiomatic, which supports the 

decision to write it conjunctively. When the same string is understood literally, it is written 

disjunctively, as in (i). 

Nouns which contain an element showing that the referent belongs to the same set as the speaker 

are written conjunctively: 

(73) 

a. avavombivajyango [aʋaʋoᵐbiʋaɟʲâːᵑɡo] my fellow workers 

b. ʉmwɨdɨkinnino [ʊmʷɪdɪxinːíno] your fellow believer 

c. ʉm’bosunnine [ʊm̩bosunːíne] his fellow blind person 

d. aVayahudivajiitu [aʋajahudiʋaɟîːtʰu] our fellow Jews 

e. ʉdadajiinyo  [ʊdadaɟíːɲo]  your (pl.) father 

f. avakʉngwavajyavo [aʋaxʊᵑɡʷaʋaɟʲâʋo] their fellow prisoners 

g. avajyango  [aʋaɟʲâːᵑɡo]  my fellows 

h. ʉnnine  [ʊnːíne]  his fellow 

i. ʉn’jiinyo  [ʊn̩ɟîːɲo]  your (pl.) fellow 

j. jiinyo   [ɟîːɲo]   your (pl.) (cl. 9) 

k. avakʉngwa vajyavo [aʋaxʊᵑɡʷaʋaɟʲâʋo] the prisoners are their fellows 

Note that the modifier part of the compound can also be used as a noun (g-i). When used this way 

as a singular noun, the second person plural form (i) contains a class 1 prefix (<n->) and therefore 

differs from how it appears in some compounds, such as (e). If a compound such as (e) were written 

disjunctively, the modifier would look like a class 9 modifier (j). If a compound such as (f) were 

written disjunctively, it would be ambiguous with a NP (copula) NP construction, as in (k). 

5.9 Other word boundary issues 

The relative pronoun in Kinga is written disjunctively when it has the shape VCV, as in (a, c, e, f) 

below, and conjunctively otherwise, as in (b, d): 

(74) 

a. ʉvɨ itambʉlwa  [ʊ́ʋɪ itʰaːᵐbʊ́lʷa]  who is called 

b. ʉvitambʉlwa   [ʊʋitʰaːᵐbʊ́lʷa]  who is called 

c. ʉwʉ vaatambʉlwagwa [ʊ́wʊ ʋaːtʰaᵐbʊlʷágʷa] who were called 

d. avatambʉlwagwa  [aʋatʰaᵐbʊlʷágʷa]  who were called 

e. ʉpwʉ aale   [ʊ́pʰʷʊ áːle]  ~ [ʊpʰʷâːle] where he was 

f. ndɨ ndɨlɨ mbanda  [ⁿdɪ ⁿdɪlɪ ́ᵐbaːⁿda]  I who am a servant 
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Examples (b) and (d) are shortened forms of (a) and (c) respectively. 

The examples below show how kɨtsɨla ‘without’ is written separately from a following word: 

(75) 

a. kɨtsɨla mwana [xɪt͜sɪlá mʷaːna] without a child 

b. vatsɨla lwidɨko [ʋat͜sɪla lʷídɪxo] without faith 

Quantifiers are normally written disjunctively from the nouns which they modify, but one 

exception is the expression shown in (a) below, which combines a Swahili noun and a Kinga 

modifier for a specific meaning (cf. (b)): 

(76) 

a. sikutsooni  [sixut͜sôːni]  forever 

b. isigono syoni  [isíkono sʲôːni] all days 

The usual meaning of vʉki is ‘what kind, what sort’ and it is written disjunctively from the noun 

which it follows, as in (a) below. However, when it follows a copula and has an idiomatic meaning, 

as in (b), the two grammatical words are written as one orthographic word: 

(77) 

a. vʉviivi vʉki  [ʋʊʋîːʋi ʋʊ́xi] what badness 

b. alɨvʉki na veene [alɪʋ́ʊxi naʋêːne] he belongs to them  

Example (a) below shows how -vʉli ‘how’ is orthographically attached to the preceding verb 

(comparable to -je in Swahili). This reflects how it is pronounced together with the verb (which can 

be seen by the placement of the high tone), in contrast with the class 14 present tense copula which 

is segmentally similar but for the quality of the final vowel, as shown in (b): 

(78) 

a. ʉmanyilevʉli? [ʊmaɲiléʋʊli] how do you know? 

b. vʉlɨ   [vʊ́lɪ]   it (cl. 14) is 

The remaining examples illustrate some word boundary issues with constructions including 

some form of copula or auxiliary verb: 

(79) 

a. wʉ jɨlɨwo  [wʊɟɪlɪẃo]  this is how it is 

b. nawʉ jɨlɨwo  [nawʊɟɪlɪẃo]  this is not how it is 

c. ndawʉ jɨlɨwo  [ⁿdawʊɟɪlɪẃo] this is how it is 

d. ndʉwʉ jɨlɨwo  [ⁿdʊwʊɟɪlɪẃo] like how it is 

e. valɨwo   [ʋalɪẃo]  they are like this 

f. alɨ vʉvʉle  [alɪ ʋʊʋ́ʋle]  he does not have 

g. vave ʉta   [ʋáʋe ʊ́tʰa]  they should be like 

h. vavyʉta   [ʋáʋʲʊtʰa]  they have been like 
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i. ʉpya wikava   [ʊ́pʰʲa wíxaʋa] you will get 

j. ndɨpya ndinywela  [ⁿdɪṕʲa ⁿdɪɲ́ʷela] I will drink from 

Note in (a-e) that -lɨwo is written each time as a separate word together with its agreement prefix. 

In (f) the negative vʉvʉle is written disjunctively. Examples (g) and (h) both include the particle ʉta 

‘like’, but are written differently with respect to the word boundary in order to reflect 

pronunciation. The natural pronunciation of (g) maintains the separation of the two words, but  (h) 

cannot pronounced as two words, although speakers may be aware that it comes from vavye ʉta. 

Examples (i-j) illustrate a construction composed of two inflected verbs, which both show subject 

agreement. Consequently this construction is written as two words.31 

6. Loan words and foreign names 

Loan words from Swahili and English are written according to how they are most naturally 

pronounced in Kinga: 

(80) 

a. ɨkɨtabu [ɪxɪt́ʰabu] book (Sw. kitabu) 

b. ɨfalaasi [ɪfalâːsi] horse (Sw. farasi) 

Foreign names are treated in the same way, with phonemes which do not occur in Kinga 

sometimes replaced by similar phonemes which do: 

(81) 

a. Zakaliya [zakʰalíja] Zechariah (Sw. Zakaria) 

b. Sheba  [ʃéba]  Sheba (Sw. Sheba) 

Note, for example, that <l> replaces <r> in example (a). However, although Kinga has no /z/ 

and no /ʃ/, these sounds are considered pronounceable and not foreign, so they are retained in 

examples (a) and (b) respectively. 

The following examples illustrate issues concerning the pronunciation of adjacent vowels in 

foreign names: 

(82) 

a. Betisaida [betisaída] Bethsaida (Sw. Bethsaida) 

b. ʉSimioni [simióni] Simeon (Sw. Simeoni) 

c. Sinai  [sinái]  Sinai (Sw. Sinai) 

d. ʉGaliyo [ʊkalíjo] Gallio (Sw. Galio) 

e. aVafalisayo [aʋafalisájo] Pharisees (Sw. Mafarisayo) 

                                                 
31 Examples of minimal pairs relating to word boundary decisions can be seen in Table 13 in Appendix 3. 
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f.  Samaliya [samalíja] Samaria (Sw. Samaria) 

g. ʉMaliyamu [ʊmalijámu] Mary (Sw. Mariamu) 

h. ʉMesiya [ʊmesíja] messiah (Sw. mesiya) 

i. ʉMataayo [ʊmatʰâːjo] Matthew (Sw. Matayo) 

j. ʉFalao [ʊfaláo] Pharaoah (Sw. Farao) 

Examples (a-c) show how Kinga allows word-medial adjacent vowels in the pronunciation of foreign 

words and how the orthography reflects this. (Native Kinga words rarely allow adjacent vowels, as 

shown in section 4.2.2 above).  

Examples (d-i) include a glide between two vowels which would otherwise be adjacent. The 

orthographic form reflects the intuitions of Kinga speakers. In some cases this intuition seems to be 

affected by Swahili pronunciation and spelling, as in (i) in comparison with (j). 

7. Capitalisation 

Proper nouns in Kinga behave like nouns in most classes in that they carry an augment in most 

grammatical contexts. As this augment is not always present, it was decided to capitalise the first 

letter after the augment in proper nouns. Thus if the noun has a prefix, the capitalised letter is at 

the start of the prefix. If the noun has no prefix, the capitalised letter is at the start of the root: 

(83) 

a. ʉNkɨnga  [ʊn̩xɪ ̂ː ᵑɡa]  Kinga person 

b. aVabena  [aʋabéna]  Bena people 

c. ɨKɨswahɨlɨ  [ɪxɪsʷahɪĺɪ]  Swahili language 

d. ʉVʉkɨnga  [ʊʋʊxɪ ̂ː ᵑɡa]  quality of being Kinga 

e.  ɨYelusalemu  [ɪjelusalému]  Jerusalem 

f. ʉYɨɨsʉ   [ʊjɪ ̂ː sʊ]  Jesus 

The augment is not present if the proper noun is part of a vocative or if it follows an associative or 

a locative clitic. If the noun follows the conjunction <na>, the augment replaces the <a> of the 

conjunction. Thus in all these cases the initial letter of the word is capitalised: 

(84) 

a. Gwe Yɨɨsʉ, ʉnnange!  [kʷe jɪ ̂ː sʊ ʊ́nːaːᵑɡe]  Jesus, help meǃ 

b. ʉmwana va Alufayo  [ʊ́mʷaːna ʋa alufájo] son of Alphaeus 

c. kʉ Yelusalemu  [xʊjelusalému]  in Jerusalem 

d. nʉ Yɨɨsʉ   [nʊjɪ ̂ː sʊ]   and Jesus 

If a proper noun occurs at the start of a sentence, the augment (if it is present) is capitalised as 

well as the regular capital letter which follows the augment: 
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(85) 

a. ɄYeesu akɨsaja.  [ʊjɪ ̂ː sʊ axɪśaɟa]  Jesus prayed. 

The principles described here also apply when a common noun is capitalised because it is a 

unique referent, or part of a phrase describing a unique referent: 

(86) 

a. ɨKulongwi ɨNonu  [ɪxulóːᵑɡʷi ɪńonu]   Good News 

b. ɄMwana va Muunu itsile. [ʊ́mʷaːna ʋa mûːnu ít͜sile]  The Son of Man has come. 

For the sake of consistency it was decided that the principle of capitalising the first letter after the 

augment should apply to nouns and adjectives, including when they occur phrase-medially and 

have an augment which is always present, as in example (a). 

The examples below show some capitalisation decisions which relate to specific lexical items: 

(87) 

a. ʉLʉdeeva lwa Kʉkyanya [ʊlʊdêːʋa lʷa xʊ́xʲaːɲa] kingdom of heaven 

b. ʉNyamaka Gooni  [ʊɲamáxa kôːni]  Almighty (as a title for God) 

c. Kʉnena   [xʊnéna]   North 

d. Kʉsika    [xʊsíxa]   South 

e. Kʉvʉhʉmo wa Litsʉva [xʊʋʊ́hʊmo wá lit͜sʊʋa] East 

f. Kʉvʉseemo wa Litsʉva [xʊʋʊsêːmo wá lit͜sʊʋa] West 

g. Pakyakʉvɨlʉka  [pʰaxʲaxʊʋɪĺʊxa]  Saturday 

h. Pamulʉngʉ   [pʰamulʊ̂ːᵑɡʊ]  Sunday 

i. ɨkɨdugala ɨkya Mizeituni [ɪxɪdúkala ɪxʲa mizeitʰúni] Mount of Olives 

j. Waholilwe ʉYɨɨsʉ  [waholílʷe ʊjɪ ̂ː sʊ]  AD (lit. ‘after Jesus was born’) 

k. Wanaholilwi ʉYɨɨsʉ  [wanaholílʷi ʊjɪ ̂ː sʊ]  BC (lit. ‘before Jesus was born’) 

The word <ʉLʉdeeva> ‘kingdom’ is capitalised when it refers to God’s kingdom, as in (a). 

Similarly <ʉNyamaka Gooni> ‘Almighty’ is capitalised when it is used as a title for God, as in (b). 

Compass points (c-f) and days of the week (g-h) are capitalised, but not names of mountains, such 

as shown in (i). The verb in the phrases used to refer to AD and BC is capitalised (j-k). Additional 

examples are given in Table 14 in Appendix 4. 

It was decided to prefer sentence case over title case for titles where possible, in order to simplify 

the capitalisation issues: 

(88) 

a. ɄYɨɨsʉ ikʉvasaja avaana.  [ʊjɪ ̂ː sʊ ixʊʋasáɟa áʋaːna]  

 Jesus blesses the children. 

b. ɄYɨɨsʉ vikʉm’beela kʉ Nasaleti. [ʊjɪː̂ː sʊ ʋixʊm̩bêːla xʊnasalétʰi]  
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 They reject Jesus at Nazareth. 

8. Free variation 

8.1  Contractions 

The translation work contains examples of the following words both as their full forms and as their 

contracted forms: 

(89) 

a. ʉvatambʉlwagwa  [ʊʋatʰaᵐbʊlʷákʷa]   he who was called 

~ ʉvɨ aatambʉlwagwa  [ʊ́ʋɪ aːtʰaᵐbʊlʷákʷa]   

b. ikange ~ kange ~ akange [íxaːᵑɡe] ~ [xâːᵑɡe] ~ [áxaːᵑɡe] again 

c. ɨlweli ~ jɨlweli  [ɪlʷêːli] ~ [ɟɪlʷêːli]   truly 

~ tsa jɨlweli    [t͜saɟɪlʷêːli]    

d. kʉmiitu ~ kʉ myaviitu [xʊmîːtʰu] ~ [xʊmʲaʋîːtʰu]  our (place) 

e. jɨlya ~ ɨlya   [ɟɪĺʲa] ~ [ɪĺʲa]    that (cl. 9) 

f. tsilya ~ ilya   [t͜sílʲa] ~ [t͜sílʲa]   those (cl. 10) 

g. kyʉlya ~ kyʉla  [xʲʊ́lʲa] ~ [xʲʊ́la]    of (cl. 7) that one (cl. 1) 

h. pawiipi ~ piipi  [pʰáwiːpʰi] ~ [pʰîːpʰi]  near 

i. -sajiwa ~ -sajwa  [-saɟiwa] ~ [-saɟʷa]   be blessed 

j. -longotsiwa ~ -longotswa  [-loᵑgot͜siwa] ~ [-loᵑgot͜sʷa] be lead 

In contrast, for the following forms an attempt has been made to use only the uncontracted 

forms in the translation work. The examples illustrate the contractions possible in relative clauses 

(a-c), nouns preceded by the class 18 locative <mu> (d-e) and kɨtsila ‘without’ followed by an 

infinitive (f-g): 

(90) 

a. ʉvɨ aale  [ʊ́ʋɪ âːle]  he who was 

 *ʉvyale  [ʊʋʲâːle] 

b. ʉpwʉ aatye  [ʊ́pʰwʊ áːtʲe]  when he said 

*ʉpwatye  [ʊpʰʷáːtʰʲe] 

c. wʉ aholilwe  [wʊ aholílʷe]  when he was born 

*waholilwe  [waholílʷe]     

d. mu wʉʉmi  [múwʊːmi]  in life 

*mbwʉmi  [ᵐbʷʊ̂ːmi] 

e. mu vaanu  [muʋâːnu]  amongst people 

 *mbaanu  [ᵐbâːnu] 
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f. kɨtsila kʉlʉta  [xɪt́͜sila xʊ́lʊtʰa] without going 

*kɨtalʉta  [xɪtʰálʊtʰa] 

g. kɨtsila kʉvomba [xɪt́͜sila xʊʋôːᵐba] without doing 

 *kɨsitavomba  [xɪsitaʋôːᵐba] 

For further examples of possible free variation regarding full and contracted forms, see section 

4.2.3 above on augments and associatives. 

8.2  Lexical choices 

The following examples illustrate possible free variation in lexical choices: 

(91) 

a. inyumba nyongosu  [íɲuːᵐba ɲoːᵑɡósu]   many houses 

~ inyumba nyolosu  [íɲuːᵐba ɲolósu]   

b. isilʉnde syango  [ísilʊⁿdesʲâːᵑɡo]   my legs 

~ isilʉnde syane  [ísilʊⁿdesʲâːne]  

Currently, <-ongosu> is being used rather than <-olosu> for ‘many’ in the translation work, but 

free variation in possessive roots, as in (b), is being allowed. In addition to the first person singular 

forms shown, there are also two possible roots for second person singular (<-ave>, <-ako>), first 

person plural (<-itu>, <-awe>) and second person plural (<-inyo>, <-anye>). In some 

contexts, only one of the two options is allowed and in others free variation is possible. For example, 

with respect to the first person singular, only <-ane> is found in class 16-18 locative agreements 

and only <-ango> is found in addressing people. 

9. Punctuation and other decisions not related to spelling 

A comma is not used between two inflected verbs when they refer to a single event: 

(92) 

a. vakambʉʉla vakata  [ʋakʰaᵐbʊ̂ːla ʋaxátʰa]  they told him saying 

b. akahega akalʉta  [axáheka axálʊtʰa]   he left going 

In the translation work, all numbers are always written out in words. Any number higher than 

five is also written in bracketed digits after the number word, unless it has already occurred in the 

same subsection or it occurs in a title or footnote keyword. 
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Appendix 1: Record of orthography meetings 

6th July 2005, Makete:  The initial orthography proposal was presented and agreed upon by the 

language committee. 

23rd September 2014, Makete: Community approval of orthography from reviewers’ committee. 

Two minor changes agreed: tsy- to be written (see (35) in 4.2.2) and -C- roots plus anterior to be 

written -VV to contrast with subjunctive (see (40) in 4.2.2). 

Appendix 2: Minimal pairs involving vowel length created at morpheme boundaries 

Table 6 Vowel length minimal pairs involving anterior and far past 

avalolile 

‘he has watched them’ 

[aʋálolile] 

a-ʋa-lol-il-e 

3SG-3PL-watch-ANT-FV 

ANT 

aavalolile 

‘he watched them’ 

[aːʋalólile] 

a-a-ʋa-lol-il-e 

3SG-PST2-3PL-watch-ANT-FV 

PST2 

avalolile32 

‘those who have watched’ 

[aʋálolile] 

a-ʋa-lol-il-e 

2.REL-3PL-watch-ANT-FV 

REL+ANT 

avaalolile 

‘those who watched’ 

[aʋaːlólile] 

a-ʋa-a-lol-il-e 

2.REL-3PL-PST2-watch-ANT-FV 

REL+PST2 

nditsile 

‘I have come’ 

[ⁿdíˑt͜sile] 

ⁿdɪ-it͜s-il-e 

1SG-come-ANT-FV 

ANT+V-initial root 

ndiitsile 

‘I came’ 

[ⁿdíːt͜sile] 

ⁿdɪ-a-it͜s-il-e 

1SG-PST2-come-ANT-FV 

PST2+V-initial root 

ingye 

‘he has entered’ 

[íˑᵑɡʲe] 

a-iᵑɡil-e 

3SG-enter-FV 

ANT+VNC-initial root 

iingye 

‘he entered’ 

[íːᵑɡʲe] 

a-a-iᵑɡil-e 

3SG-PST2-enter-FV 

PST2+VNC-initial root 

ambɨgye [áˑᵐbɪkʲe] ANT+1SG 

                                                 
32 avalolile ‘he has watched them’ and avalolile ‘those who have watched’ are homophones.  
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‘he has written to me’ a-N-ʋɪk-ɪl-il-e 

3SG-1SG-write-APPL-ANT-FV 

aambɨgye 

‘he wrote to me’ 

[aːᵐbɪḱʲe] 

a-a-N-ʋɪk-ɪl-il-e 

3SG-PST2-1SG-write-APPL-ANT-FV 

PST2+1SG 

mwibiite 

‘you have held’ 

[mʷíˑbiːtʰe] 

mu-ibatʰ-il-e 

2PL-hold-ANT-FV 

ANT after Cʷ 

mwiibiite 

‘you held’ 

[mʷiːbîːtʰe] 

mu-a-ibatʰ-il-e  

2PL-PST2-hold-ANT-FV 

PST2 after Cʷ 

ndyandile 

‘I have answered’ 

[ⁿdʲáˑⁿdile] 

ⁿdɪ-aːⁿd-il-e 

1SG-answer-ANT-FV 

ANT after Cʸ 

ndyaandile 

‘I answered’ 

[ⁿdʲáːⁿdile] 

ⁿdɪ-a-aːⁿd-il-e 

1SG-PST2-answer-ANT-FV 

PST2 after Cʸ 

amanyise 

‘he should teach’ 

[amáɲise] 

a-maɲ-is-e 

3SG-know-CAUS-FV 

CAUS+SBJV 

amanyiise 

‘he has taught’ 

[ámaɲiːse] 

a-maɲ-is-il-e 

3SG-know-CAUS-ANT-FV 

CAUS+ANT 

amwingitse 

‘he should bring him in’ 

[amʷiːᵑɡít͜se] 

a-mʊ-iːᵑɡil-it͜s-e 

3SG-3SG-enter-CAUS-FV 

CAUS+SBJV 

amwingiitse 

‘he brought him in’ 

[amʷíːᵑɡiːt͜se] 

a-mʊ-iːᵑɡil-it͜s-il-e 

3SG-3MSG-enter-CAUS-ANT-FV 

CAUS+ANT 

amanyikike 

‘he should be known’ 

[amaɲíxixe] 

a-maɲ-ix-ix-e 

3SG-know-STAT-STAT-FV 

STAT+SBJV 

amanyikiike 

‘he has been known’ 

[ámaɲixiːxe] 

a-maɲ-ix-ix-il-e 

3SG-know-STAT-STAT-ANT-FV 

STAT+ANT 

vootsiwe [ʋóːt͜siwe] PASS+SBJV 
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‘they should be baptised’ ʋa-ot͜s-u-e 

3PL-baptise-PASS-FV 

vootsiiwe33 

‘those who were baptised’ 

[ʋoːt͜sîːwe] 

ʋa-a-ot͜s-u-il-e 

3PL-PST2-baptise-PASS-ANT-FV 

PASS+PST2 

navombili 

‘he has not worked’ 

[naʋoːᵐbíli] 

na-a-ʋoːᵐb-il-i 

NEG-3SG-work-ANT-FV 

ANT(NEG) 

navombiili 

‘he has not worked for’ 

[naʋoːᵐbíːli] 

na-a-ʋoːᵐb-ɪl-il-i 

NEG-3SG-work-APPL-ANT-FV 

APPL+ANT(NEG) 

wamalile 

‘when he finished’ 

[wamalíle] 

wʊ-a-mal-il-e 

14.REL-3SG-finish-ANT-FV 

REL+3SG+ANT34 

waamalile 

‘you finished’ 

[waːmálile] 

ʊ-a-mal-il-e 

2SG-PST2-finish-ANT-FV 

2SG+PST2 

wɨdɨndile 

‘you have fasted’ 

[wɪd́ɪːⁿdile] 

ʊ-ɨ-dɨnd-il-e 

2SG-REFL-close-ANT-FV 

ANT+REFL 

wɨɨdɨndile 

‘you fasted’ 

[wɪːdɪ ́ː ⁿdile] 

ʊ-ɨ-a-dɨnd-il-e 

2SG-REFL-PST2-close-ANT-FV 

PST2+REFL 

ʉwavalekile 

‘those whom he left’ 

[ʊwaʋaléxile] 

ʊwʊ-a-ʋa-lex-il-e 

2.REL-3SG-3PL-leave-ANT-FV 

REL+SBJ 

ʉwaavoniike 

‘that which was visible’ 

[ʊwaːʋóniːxe] 

ʊwʊ-ʋʊ-a-ʋon-ix-il-e 

14.REL-14-PST2-see-STAT-ANT-FV 

REL+PST2 

ʉvitsile 

‘he who has come’ 

[ʊʋíˑtsile] 

ʊʋɪ-a-its-il-e 

1.REL-3SG-come-ANT-FV 

REL+SBJ 

                                                 
33 This only forms a minimal pair with the example above if the word occurs without the initial vowel, as for example 

when it follows na ‘and’. 
34 Note that although two vowels are adjacent at the underlying level in the first syllable, the surface form of this 

vowel is not lengthened and is therefore written as a short vowel. 
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ʉviitsile 

‘he who came’ 

[ʊʋíːtsile] 

ʊʋɪ-a-a-its-il-e 

1.REL-3SG-PST2-come-ANT-FV 

REL+PST2 

 

Table 7 Other vowel length minimal pairs 

jivomba 

‘it works’ 

[ɟiʋôːᵐba] 

ɟɪ-i-ʋoːᵐb-a 

9-PRES-work-FV 

9+PRES 

jiivomba 

‘he will work’ 

[ɟiːʋôːᵐba] 

ɟʲʊ-a-i-ʋoːᵐb-a 

FUT1A-3SG-PRES-work-FV 

FUT1A+3SG 

akagɨdɨka 

‘and he was cut’ 

[axakɪd́ɪxa] 

a-xa-kɪd-ɪx-a 

3SG-NAR-cut-STAT-FV 

root 

akagɨɨdɨka 

‘and he believed them’ 

[axakɪ ́ː dɪxa] 

a-xa-ka-ɪdɪx-a 

3SG-NAR-6-believe-FV 

OBJ+V-initial root 

tʉkagana 

‘and we loved’ 

[tʰʊxákana] 

tʊ-xa-kan-a 

1PL-NAR-love-FV 

NAR 

tʉkaagana 

‘and we met’ 

[tʊxáːkana] 

tʊ-xa-akan-a 

1PL-NAR-meet-FV 

NAR+V-initial root 

akɨmbɨle 

‘he should run’ 

[axɪ ́ː ᵐbɪle] 

a-xɪːᵐbɪl-e 

3SG-run-FV 

root 

akɨɨmbɨle 

‘he should go and read to’ 

[áxɪːᵐbɪle] 

a-xa-ɪːᵐb-ɪl-e 

3SG-ITV-read-APPL-FV 

ITV+V-initial root 

ilya 

‘those’ 

[ílʲa] DEM (cl. 10) 

iilya 

‘he eats’ 

[íːlʲa] 

a-i-lʲ-a 

3SG-PRES-eat-FV 

PRES 

nago 

‘and it’ 

[náko] 

na-ko 

and+PRO 
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and-6 

naago 

‘and those’ 

[náːko] 

na-ako 

and-6.DEM.REF 

and+DEM 

navo 

‘and them’ 

[náʋo] 

na-ʋo 

and-2 

and+PRO 

naavo 

‘and those’ 

[náːʋo] 

na-aʋo 

and-2.DEM.REF 

and+DEM 

ampe 

‘he should give him’ 

[âm̩pʰe] 

a-mʊ-p-e 

3SG-3SG-give-FV 

SBJV 

naampe 

‘he did not give him’ 

[nǎːm̩pʰe] 

na-a-a-mʊ-p-e 

NEG-3SG-PST2-give-FV 

PST2 

ʉwɨgane 

‘desire, will’ 

[ʊwɪḱane] 

ʊ-wʊ-ɪ-kan-e 

AUG-14-REFL-love-NOM 

REFL 

ʉwɨɨmɨlo 

‘reason’ 

[ʊwɪ ̌ːmɪlo] 

ʊwʊ-ɪm-ɪl-o 

V-initial stem 

 

Appendix 3: Lists of word boundary examples and exceptions (with Swahili translations) 

Table 8 Locatives including pa-, kʉ- or mu- which are written conjunctively 

16 pa- 17 kʉ- 18 mu- 

Location 

pagati katikati kʉgati ndani cf.  mu 

n’gati35 

ndani 

pagatinagati katikati     

pakyanya juu   mukyanya juu 

pananena juu kʉnanena juu   

pantwekyanya utosini     

panzi nje kʉnzi nje   

                                                 
35 This appears to contain two class 18 locative morphemes. The second is assimilated into the root. 
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pavʉlongolo mbele kʉvʉlongolo mbele mbʉlongolo mbele 

pavʉtale mbali kʉvʉtale mbali   

pawiipi karibu     

  kʉndyo kulia   

  kʉnsana nyuma munsana nyuma 

  Kʉnena Kaskazini   

  Kʉsika Kusini   

  Kʉvʉhʉmo wa 

Litsuva 

Mashariki   

  Kʉvʉseemo wa 

Litsuva 

Magharibi   

Time 

Pakɨhaano Ijumaa     

pakɨlo usiku     

pakɨlogati usiku wa 

manane 

    

Pakyakʉvɨlʉka Jumamosi     

pamihe jioni kʉmihe jioni   

Pamulʉngʉ Jumapili     

pamuunyi mchana     

pavʉsiku asubuhi     

  kʉmbele baadaye   

Metaphor 

pamiiho36 mbele kʉmiiho usoni   

pavʉtiitu faraghani kʉvʉtiitu sirini   

pavʉvalasu wazi     

Other 

pavʉnonu pazuri; kwa 

anasa 

    

pavʉvalatse patakatifu     

pavʉvʉle bure     

  kwimali37 kutokwa na 

damu 

  

                                                 
36 Note that an associative following pamiiho may show either class 6 agreement (ga) or class 16 agreement (pa), 

suggesting that it is becoming grammaticalised as a locative noun. 
37 This is an example of class 5 prefix reduction as the base noun is ɨlimali. 
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    ndʉgelo38 majaribuni 

 

Table 9 Conjunctively written words containing associatives 

avampelela  Wakristo  cf. avaanu va mpelela watu wa kanisa 

avapanzi  wapagani 

avavejangi  waovu 

ɨkyakʉlya chakula cf. isiinu sya kʉlya vitu vya kula 

ɨkyakʉnywa  kinywaji 

ɨkyɨleelo  ya leo  e.g. ɨkɨgono ɨkyɨleelo siku ya leo 

isyavʉpe  sadaka 

ʉlwalɨno  kwa hivi sasa 

ʉlwandʉlʉ  utafsiri 

ʉmwakwɨmɨlamwo  sababu ya msingi 

ʉwajɨlweli ukweli 

vankɨkolo  wanaukoo 

 

Table 10 Reduplications 

Complete Partial 

gɨdatu gɨdatu mitatu mitatu ɨng’ʉmbʉng’ʉmbʉ ufokoni, guba 

kwabaasa kwabaasa kupapasa papasa kɨdwivudwivu chemichemi 

kwoni kwoni kote kote mamɨndumɨndu kigeugeu 

matuli matuli vipande vipande nagwanoganogage sikutamani 

mola mola pole pole nigalamukagalamuka hageukigeuki 

mpamato mpamato mmoja mmoja nkyanyakyanya juu juu 

mwene mwene peke yake -nyalʉbogaaboga ya kijani 

mwoni mwoni kila mahali ʉkwɨvoniavonia kujionyesha 

padebe padebe kidogo kidogo ʉlʉnaludegandega isiyolegea 

sihaano sihaano vitano vitano vaagendagendaga walikuwa wakipitapita 

sikosa sikosa vifungu vifungu valɨkwɨgumbagumba wakawa wakijipigapiga 

sipʉga sipʉga makundi makundi vigendagenda wanatembeatembea 

vanni vanni wanne wanne vʉdekedeke udhaifu 

vavɨlɨ vavɨlɨ wawili wawili vʉvʉle vʉle vivyo hivyo 

                                                 
38 This is a contraction of mu lʉgelo and was preferred in the contracted form in the Lord’s Prayer as people are used 

to pronouncing it this way. 
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veene veene wenyewe   

vongosu vongosu wengi kiasi   

vʉle vʉle vile vile   

With vowel length differences shown 

ndetindeeti namna gani akahanyaahanya akarukaruka 

ng’aning’aani haraka likelaakela pakanga 

sitsosiitso zaidi sana ʉkʉhamahaama kuhamahama 

vuguuvugu tetesi   

wɨmawɨɨma haraka   

 

Table 11 Conjunctively written compounds containing -nya- 

ɨgɨnyakaswike zilizochakaa 

ɨjɨnyakaswike iliyochakaa 

ɨnyalʉbogaaboga  kijani 

ɨnyanyeke kijivujivu 

ɨnyavʉvengi urujuani 

avanyamalago manabii 

ʉnyakwandʉla mwenye kutafsiri 

avanyakɨvaga watumishi 

avanyambuda wauaji 

avanyalʉdeeva wa ukoo wa kifalme 

avanyapanzi wapagani (‘wenye nje’) 

avanyakatale wazee (‘wenye zamani’) 

avanyalʉkolo ndugu (‘wenye ukoo’) 

avanyavʉngʉngʉ mapacha 

ɨMinyavʉngʉngʉ mapacha 

ɨkɨnyalwangʉla kiti cha enzi 

aganyavʉganulu mafafanuzi 

ʉNyamaka Mwenyezi (cf. ʉnya maka mwenye nguvu) 

ɨNyanza ɨNyamwinyo Bahari ya Chumvi 

 

Table 12 Conjunctively written compounds 

avadeenyandagɨlo wavunja sheria 

avalovasomba wavuvi 

avamanyanondwe wajuzi nyota 
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avanamuunu ndugu 

avatengaligoha wapiga vita 

avatsenganyumba wajenga nyumba 

avavombambiivi watenda mbaya 

aveenekwo wenyeji 

avenekɨlʉnga wenyeji 

avenelʉdeeva wamiliki wa ufalme (cf. avanyalʉdeeva watawala) 

avenembwa wenye mbwa 

avenenajyo wamiliki 

avenevʉtsenge wenyeji 

budikapkʉpamato tisa 

ɨkɨswalitumbu siri 

ɨnengaligoha ngao 

itsyenelibɨkɨ ya asili ya mti 

mu lʉgasimbale pembeni mwa maji 

mu lʉkanzimbale kandokando 

pantwekyanya utosini 

ʉlʉkololwango ndugu yangu 

ʉmbombambombo mfanya kazi 

ʉmwenekɨlɨmɨla mwenye shamba 

ʉmwenembene mmiliki mavuno 

ʉmwenembombo mwenye wajibu 

ʉmwenemeeli mmiliki wa meli 

ʉmwenenkanda mwenye mkanda 

ʉmwenenyumba39 mwenye nyumba 

ʉmwenevʉhaale mwenye urithi 

ʉndahambeju mpanda mbegu 

ʉndekalʉleko mtoa wosia 

ʉndʉtanzɨla mpita njia 

ʉntegʉlan’dala bwana arusi 

ʉntengaligoha mpiga vita 

ʉntulanongwa mtenda dhambi 

ʉnyukangʉvʉ mtengenezaji wa ngozi 

                                                 
39 ʉmwenenyumba is understood as the house owner, whereas ʉnya nyumba may be the owner or someone currently in 

possession of the house, such as a tenant. 
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ʉwenekɨlʉnga uraia 

 
 

Table 13 Word boundary minimal pairs 

mulɨ va Kɨlɨsiti nyinyi ni wa Kristo mulɨ Vakɨlɨsiti nyinyi ni Wakristo 

alʉtile mu kʉvavombela ameenda kuwatendea mukʉvavombela mnawatendea 

 

Appendix 4: Capitalisation 

Table 14 Capitalisation decisions made for the Kinga New Testament 

 

Titles for God/Jesus/Holy Spirit40 

(Good) Teacher/Rabbi Mmanyisi  

Advocate/Helper Ntangɨli Jhn 14:17, but lower case in 1 Jn 2:1 

when it is a description of Jesus. 

Almighty One / Majesty 

(Heb 1:3) 

Ngʉlʉve ʉNdʉti  

Alpha (Rev 22:13) Alufa  

Amen Ameni  

Beginning (Rev 22:13) Vʉtengʉlɨlo  

Beloved ʉn’gane  

Chosen one of God ʉvahalilwe nʉ Ngʉlʉve  

Creator ʉMpeli  

dearly loved/beloved Son ʉn’gane  

Eloi Eloi  

End (Rev 22:13) Vʉmalɨlo  

Father Daada  

God Ngʉlʉve  

God of grace Ngʉlʉve ʉnya lʉhʉngʉ  

good shepherd ʉN’dɨɨmi ʉNnonu  

great shepherd ʉN’dɨɨmi ʉNdʉti  

Great King Nkʉlʉdeeva ʉNdʉti  

                                                 
40 Note that many examples in the first section of the table (such ʉmbaha ‘lord, sir’, ʉmmanyisi ‘teacher’, ʉmpoki 

‘saviour’, ʉmwana ‘son’, ʉndongotsi ‘ruler’, ʉnkʉlʉdeeva ‘king’ and ʉntwa ‘lord, sir’) are only capitalised when referring 

to Jesus and occur in their lower case forms with other referents in the New Testament. 
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Head (Col 2:19) Kɨlɨsiti  

his Spirit (Eph 3:16) ʉMepo va mwene  

Holy One (Act 2:27) ʉMbalatse Not capitalised when a description not 

a title (e.g. Eph 4:24) 

Holy Spirit  ʉMepo ʉMbalatse  

I AM Ʉne Neene ndɨ Ndɨlɨkwo  

Judge (Jas 5:9) ʉMmɨgi helps to show divine ref 

King ʉNkʉlʉdeeva  

King of ages (1 Ti 1:17) ʉNkʉlʉdeeva ʉntsila vʉsililo  

King of Israel ʉNkʉlʉdeeva va Vaisilahɨli  

King of kings (Rev 19:16) ʉNkʉlʉdeeva va vakʉlʉdeeva  

King of the Jews ʉNkʉlʉdeeva va Vayahudi  

Lamb of God Kakolo va Ngʉlʉve  

Last (Rev 22:13)   

Lion (Rev 5:5) ʉNgalamu va kɨvʉmbʉkʉ kya 

Yuuda 

 

Lord ʉNtwa 

ʉMbaha 

Depends! 

Lord of lords (Rev 19:16) ʉNtwa va vatwa  

Majestic Glory (2 Pe 1:17) ʉnya wɨɨmɨkiwa ʉvʉlʉti  

Master ʉNtwa  

Mighty One ʉNgʉlʉve ʉNyamaka Gooni  

mighty Saviour ʉMpoki ʉnya maka  

Most High ʉNgʉlʉve ʉNdʉti va syoni ʉngʉlʉve ʉndʉti for Artemis 

my Chosen One ʉvahalilwe nʉ Ngʉlʉve  

Omega (Rev 22:13) Omega  

only Ruler ʉNyamaka mpamato jyʉjwa 

mwene 

 

Overseer of your souls (1 

Pe 2:25) 

ʉNdoleeli va numbula tsiinyo  

Presence (Heb 9:2)   

Prince/ Leader Mbaha  

Righteous One/ Faithful 

(Rev 19:11) 

Mmʉʉgʉ 

N’golosu 
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Rock (1 Cor 10:4) ʉlʉnalaawe  

Root of David (Rev 5:5) lʉjungu lwa nkʉlʉdeeva 

ʉDavʉdi 

 

Ruler ʉNdongotsi  

Saviour/Deliverer ʉMpoki  

Shepherd (Matt 26:31) ʉn’dɨɨmi  

Son Mwana 

Nswambe 

 

Mat 28:19 

Son of David Mwana (va nkʉlʉdeeva 

ʉ)Davʉdi  

e.g. Mat 21:9 

son of David lʉjungu/kɨkolo/mwana… 

Davʉdi 

e.g. Mat 22:45 

Son of God Mwana va Ngʉlʉve  

Son of Man Mwana va Muunu  

Son of the Blessed One ʉMwana va Ngʉlʉve 

ʉMwɨmɨkiwa 

 

Son of the Most High ʉNgʉlʉve ʉNdʉti va syoni  

Sovereign (1 Ti 6:15) ʉNyamaka mpamato jyʉjwa 

mwene 

 

Sovereign Lord ʉNdongotsi ʉNdʉti  

Spirit of God Mepo va Ngʉlʉve  

Spirit of your Father (Mat 

10:20) 

Mepo va Dadajiinyo  

True (Rev 19:11) Jɨlweil  

unique One   

Word ʉLimenyu  

Other titles 

apostle mpositili  

Bride (Rev 21:9) ʉmmɨnza ʉvɨ itegʉlwa  

Caesar Kaisali  

Cephas Lʉnalaawe  

David the King/king ʉnkʉlʉdeeva ʉDavʉdi  

Death (Rev 20:14) Vʉswe cf. vʉswe for place 

Destroyer (Rev 9:11) Mbejangi Presented as name. 
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destroying angel (1 Cor 

10:10, Heb 11:2) 

ʉnsuung’wa ʉmbejangi  

Epicureans Vaepikuleo  

enemy Satan ntavangwa ʉSetano  

Father Abraham daada Abulahamu  

Governer Felix ʉmbaha va kɨlʉnga ʉFeliki  

Great Power Maka Malʉti  

Hades (Rev 20:14) kʉ vʉswe  

Herod the king/King 

Herod 

ʉnkʉlʉdeeva ʉHelode  

John the Baptist ʉYohana ʉMwotsi  

King Agrippa ʉnkʉlʉdeeva Agilipa va Vɨɨlɨ  

Legion Legioni  

most excellent Felix ʉmwɨmɨkiwa Feliki  

most excellent Festus ʉmwɨmɨkiwa Fesito  

most excellent Theophilus mwɨmɨkiwa Tiofilo  

Niger Ntiitu  

Prophet (Jn 1:21) Nyamalago  

priests vateeketsi  

Sanhedrin Sanihedilini  

Solomon (king not 

mentioned) 

nkʉlʉdeeva ʉSolomoni  

Son of Encouragement/son 

of Encouragement 

ʉndʉme ʉnya lʉtseeso  

Stoics Vasitoiki  

the Assassins (Acts 21:38) avabudi  

the Twelve vakongi va Yɨɨsʉ kɨtsigo na 

vavɨlɨ 

 

the Twin Vʉngʉngʉ  

the Zealot N’zelote  

unknown god/Unknown 

God 

kwa ngʉlʉve ʉvɨ nimanyikika  

Wormwood (Rev 8:11) Vʉkali  

Your Majesty ʉnkʉlʉdeeva viitu ʉmbaha  
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ʉNgʉlʉve ʉNdʉti 

Holy places 

ark of the covenant ɨLisandʉka lya Lwɨdɨngʼano  

his Kingdom throne kɨnyalwangʉla kya mwene 

kya Lʉdeeva 

 

Holy Place Pavʉvalatse  

Most Holy Place Pavʉvalatse Siitso  

Tabernacle/tent of witness ɨheema jya kʉvavonia ʉkʉta 

ʉNgʉlʉve alɨ paninie navo 

 

Temple/temple ʉVʉvalatse wa Ngʉlʉve 

(temple itself) 

tembile (building complex) 

 

outer court Lʉvanza lwa Vanyapanzi  

Landmarks 

Adriatic Sea nyanza jya Adiliya  

Asia Minor Asiya ɨNdebe  

Red Sea   

island of Cyprus kɨlʉnga kya Kipulo  

Jordan River lʉgasi ʉlwa Yolodani  

Kidron Valley ɨkɨhʉlʉ kya Kiduloni  

Mount Gerizim/Sinai kɨdugala kya Sinai  

Mount of Olives kɨdugala ɨkya Mizeituni  

Mount Zion kɨdugala kya Sayuni  

pool of Siloam lisiva lya Silohamu  

Red Sea nyanza jya Shamu  

Sea of 

Galilee/Genesaret/Tiberias 

nyanza jya…  

Kingdoms/military 

Father’s 

Kingdom/kingdom of their 

Father 

Lʉdeeva lwa Daada  

Imperial 

Regiment/Augustan 

Cohort 

kɨpuga kya vasikali avaloleeli 

va Kaisali Agusito 
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his Kingdom/kingdom  ʉLʉdeeva lwa mwene  

Italian Regiment Lipʉga lya mu Italiya Not “an” Italian regiment. 

Kingdom of 

Heaven/kingdom of 

heaven 

Lʉdeeva lwa Kʉkyanya kʉkyanya not capitalised when not in 

this phrase (same as Neno). 

Kingdom/kingdom of God Lʉdeeva lwa Ngʉlʉve  

Kingdom/kingdom of 

Satan 

ʉlʉdeeva lwa mwene  

Roman Empire lʉdeeva lwa Kɨlooma  

Other locations 

Areopagus Aleopago  

Beautiful Gate Ndyango ʉNnonu  

Fair Havens Kyɨmo Kɨnonu  

Field of Blood Kɨlɨmɨla kya Nkisa First noun capitalised (cf. mountain 

examples), following other 

translations. 

Place of the/a skull/The 

Skull 

Liheela lya Ntwe  

Sheep Gate Ndyango gwa Ng’olo  

Solomon’s Colonnade/ 

colonnade of Solomon 

Lyeve lya Solomoni  

Stone Pavement Waalo wa Maganga  

Straight Street lʉkɨndɨ lwa nyumba 

ʉlutambʉlwa Lʉgolosu 

 

Synagogue of Freed Slaves Lisinagogi lya Vovopolwa Specific referent 

synagogue of the Jews lisinagogi lya Vayahudi General referent 

the Appian Way Soko jya Apiyo  

The Three Taverns Nyumba iDatu tsa Vahenza  

the Treasury kɨkong’olo kya kʉlahɨla  

Special feasts/days 

fasting festival kyaka kya kwɨdɨnda ʉkʉlya description of Yomu Kipuli 

Festival of Dedication kyaka kya Vayahudi kya 

kʉkʉmbʉka ʉkwɨmɨka 

tembile ʉkʉ kʉ Yelusalemu 

description rather than name 
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Festival of Pentecost kyaka kya Pentekositi  

Festival of Shelters kyaka kya Syeve  

Festival of Unleavened 

Bread 

kyaka kya Mikate Ɨgɨtsila 

Kɨlʉve 

 

Holy Communion Siinu iSivalatse  

Passover meal Siinu iSivalatse  

Passover ɨkyakʉlya kya kyaka kya 

Pasaka 

 

sabbath Sabato  

Scripture/Gospel/other 

Bible Bibilia  

Book of the Law (Gal 3:10) kɨtabu kya ndagɨlo  

book of life kɨtabu kya wʉʉmi  

Christianity Vʉkɨlɨsiti  

Christians Vakɨlɨsiti  

Corban (Mk 7:11) Kolibani  

Day (1 Cor 3:13) ɨkɨgono kɨlya ɨkya vʉhɨgi  

denarius dinali  

God’s law ɨndagɨlo tsa Ngʉlʉve  

God’s word ɨlimenyu lya Ngʉlʉve  

Good News/good news ɨLɨvangɨli Not capitalised in Gal 1:8 where it 

does not refer to true Gospel. 

Holy, holy, holy (is the 

Lord God Almighty) 

vɨ Mbalatse, vɨ Mbalatse, vɨ 

Mbalatse 

Not usual approach to description, but 

felt right to translators. 

Hosiana Hosanna  

mana manna  

old/new covenant lwɨdɨng’ano ʉlʉlaala/ʉlʉpya  

Old/New Testament (in 

notes) 

Lwɨdɨng’ano 

ʉLʉlaala/ʉLʉpya 

 

Scriptures Vʉvɨge ʉVʉvalatse  

Septuagint Seputuajenta  

talent talanta  

the Law (1 Cor 9:8) ndagɨlo tsa Moose  

the Prophets (Rom 3:21) vʉvɨge wa vanyamalago  
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kɨtabu kya (va)nyamalago 

the Way Nzɨla  

Torah sitabu sya ndagɨlo tsa Moose 

kɨtabu kya Moose 

 

 

Appendix 5: Record of additions and changes to orthography decisions 

2014-11-21 Kinga orthography statement 

First version of the document. Put together by Helen Eaton with input from Saul Lwilla and 

Zakayo Swallo. 

2018-02-23 Kinga orthography statement 

Revisions and additions made after linguistic check of New Testament.  

Those present during check: Saul Lwilla, Zakayo Swallo, Helen Eaton 

Issue Reference Comment 

Lengthened 

nasals 

1.3 Separated lengthened nasals from syllabic nasals and put 

in new section for the sake of clarity. Gave further 

examples of environments which create lengthened nasals. 

Vowel length 2.2.2.1 Removed some exceptions which proved not to be after 

further investigation. Added explanation of vowel length 

behaviour of the reflexive morpheme. 

Conjunctions 5.1  Added examples of relative pronouns and associatives. 

Locatives 5.3 Added examples of demontratives. 

Capitalisation 7 Removed exception about writing <ii> as <I> when 

capitalised. Revised Biblical examples to reflect New 

Testament decisions. 

Punctuation 9 Added section for punctuation decisions and non-spelling 

related decisions such as how to write out numbers. 

Appendix 2 Vowel length 

minimal pairs 

Added further examples to both tables. 

Appendix 3 Word boundaries Added tables of examples and exceptions. 

Appendix 4 Capitalisation Added table of examples of capitalisation decisions for the 

New Testament. 

 


